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Presley to Investigate

Arrowhead Pacific in
RTC Conservatorship

SCAQMD
In an exclusive interview with the Inland
Empire Business Journal. State Senator Robert B.
Presley (D.-Riverside, who represents the 36th
senatorial district) stated his intention of holdmg
Senate Appropriation Committee Hearings in the
Inland Empire on Monday, April9, to investigate
South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD) procedures. The senator also srud that
he is seriously considering asking for a Performance Audit by the State Auditor General of the
SCAQMD.
Recently the SCAQMD has come under considerable criticism, cspecailly from the business
community, concerning its two-decade plan for
cleartirlg up the air in southern California and for its
alleged high-handed tactics and arbitrary decisionmaking procedures.
..The State Auditor General can do two types
of audits," said Presley. 'They can do a fmancial
audit or a performance audit or both. They've done
performance audits on Folsom Prison and an Inland

SUKYKI~~ ll'l;lrnt.,llUilJ:l

FOLLOWED STATEMENTS
CRITICIZING SCAQMD
Empire health agency, which I'll leave urmamed,
and both of them shaped up pretty fast. It's not
nailed down that I'll call in an audit, but I am sure
giving it very serious consideration. When you
have a regional authority with the kind of power
the AQMD has, there has to be some accoW'ltability."
Bob Franzoia. Presley's Administrative Assistant in Sacramento, told the IEBJ that the Senate
Rules Committee has yet to approve the special
hearing on Apri19.
conJinued on page 3

[ National Health Plan
1

Seen as Inevitable
Local insurers say it's probable by '95
Congress may spend a few months argu-

ing, but national health insurance is inevitable,
probably before 1995, according to leading local
health insurers.
And national health insurance will forf'ver change the relationship of patients and doct rs, the way Americans view health care, ~ven
their use of health facilities and their expectations
for old-age care, they said.
.
Fewer choices and greater pat1ent responsibility for health care will be necessary to
contain health-care costs, said Terry Hart~hom,
·dent ar1d chief executive officer of Pac1ficare

prcs1

.

Health Systems. Hartshorn was commentmg on
recommendations released Friday from the Commission on Comprehensive Health ~ar~.
Health maintenance organizatiOns combining health care and health insurance - ~MOs
such as Cypress-based Pacificare- are lobbymg to
become the conduits for these federal health funds

and federally fmanced health care.

ONE DOLLAR
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The savings and loan bail out legislation. passed by Congress and signed into law by
President Bush last summer, created a new federal
agency, the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC).
As of the third week in February, the RTC had put
320 S & L's in 18 states into government conservatorship. The assets of those institutions total
$149.4 billion. Only 49 of the troubled thrifts have
been closed by the RTC.
According to Kate Spears, a spokesperson for the RTC in Washington, the only Inland
Empire Savings & Loan that the RTC has put into
conservatorship is Arrowhead Pacific Federal
Savings Bank in San Bernardino. Arrowhead
Pacific continues to function normally, according
to Spears, except that an RTC officer monitors all
transactions as well as the overall health of the
institution.
In comparison to many other savings &
loans, Arrowhead can count itself quite lucky. The
RTC has already closed 30 S & L's and has
transferred their deposits to other fmancial institutions. It has sold 15 thrifts, returning the deposits
Of the twelve independent police departments in San Bernardino CoW1ty, the Chino Department has
to the customers.
the third lowest crime rate (ranking just behind Upland and Redlands). A primary reason for this success
According to Sheshunoff Information
is the high technology developments which Chino Police Chief James Anthony keeps bringing to his Services of Austin, Texas, as of the end of the third
department. In a recent phone interview with the Inland Empire Business Journal, Anthony discussed his
quarter of 1989, the latest period for which full
fmancial information is available, Arrowhead Pacareer in law enforcement and the innovations he has introduced.
cific FSB had total assets of $65.8 million but its
"I guess I'm in this line of work because my father was in law enforcement," reflected Anthony. After
tangible capital was a negative $32.8 million. Its
high school I worked for the FBI as a clerk. On my twenty-first birthday I was sworn mas an officer of
net
income year-to-date was - $1,404,000 and its
the West Covina Police Department, and I worked my way up through the ranks for 17 years to Division
Annual
Return on Average Assets (ROA) was Commander. It was ten years ago, in 1980, that I became Chief of Police in Chino. By then I had my B.S.
5.69.
continued on page 3
in law enforcement from Cal State, L.A. and a Master's in Public Administration from U.S.C. I also

High .Tech Aids Chino P.D.

attended the eleven-week FBI National Academy for police officers and was one of the first five chiefs
ofPolice selected to go through the State of California's new Law Enforcement Command College. That's
a two-year course from which I graduated in 1986. Right now I have two of my lieutenants in the College."
When asked about the technological innovations he has introduced over the past decade, Anthony
spoke first about the computerized c:;ystem which assists his department in a number of ways.
"We were too small a police department to qualify for a California Regional Grant when they became
available as a way of improving police work technology. So, I approached the Montclair Chief of Police
about applying for a JOint grant. He was agreeable, and we received one of the first grants throughout the
state.
"Our original purpose for the grant has changed somewhat over time. At first we used the computer
system only for records management and managing the data on criminal investigations. Now, with the
assistance of the two computers in the Ontar10 Police Department, we are hooked into the California
Dispatch system.
'This means," continued Anthony, "that we can send out what we call "Directed Patrols." Our
crime analysts can now do two extremely helpful things that were not possible before computerization.
They carl forecast the probable incidence of crimes in particular areas based on past data. Then, instead
of assigning officers to a territorial assignment, we can send them to the predicted places and times where
certain types of crime are likely to occur. We Carl also, through the computer, keep track of the career
criminal, Serious Habitual Offender (SHO), as we call them."
Anthony went on to say that Chino and Ontario are on the same radio frequency within a 100 block
area. This and computerization make it possible to dispatch officers quickly to a high crime area.
When asked about the growing interest in ON A analysis, Anthony replied that "we are taking a
serious look at that, especially in terms of the rules ofevidence. We do not want to spend time and money
on something that will not be acceptable to the higher courts in the land. The FBI docs have a DNA lab,
and our State Attorney General annoW'lced two years ago his interest in law enforcement pursuing the
DNA route.
'There's no doubt the technology is there," continued Anthony." Just last week I received a letter
from the governor that one centralized DNA laboratory will be established in the state. Frankly, we had
hoped for three such labs, but the funding was cut Recently aVentura County murder case resulted in
a conviction on the basis of DNA evidence.
"We expect," concluded Anthony, "that this type of 'genetic fmgerprinting' will be used more and
more."

Coachella Valley I
Thrives as Economic
~elopment Fails

l

Last year a group of business people
in the Coachella Val-ley formed an area eccnomic development group, Coachella Valley
Tomorrow.
The irony is that, because the Coachella Valley is one of the fastest growing areas in
the Inlar1d Empire, the economic development
group folded recently.
The orgar1ization, set in motion last
summer, managed to raise approximately
$50,000, but peaked at that point as donations
bcgar1 to drop off after initial enthusiasm.
One businessman contacted by the
Inland Empire Business Journal attributed
Coachella Valley Tomorrow's failure to ''putting a horse in front of a steam engine."
The general feeling throughout the
business commurlity in the area is that, while
such an organization might have served a useful pt1Ipose, just a few years ago, it is no longer
needed. Balar1ced growth is already happening

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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HOW TO MAKE IT TO THE TOP
FOR THE WEEKEND ...

• Closest ski resort to L.A.,
Orange Counties and most of
Inland Empire.
• Slopes for all abilities.
• Excellent beginner program.
Special lessons for kids 3 years
and up.

• Only 25 minutes from Mt. Baldy.
• Heated pool, jacuzzi, exercise
room, restaurant, lounge, conference room, and meeting
facility on the premises.
• Complimentary continental breakfast and morning newspapers.

•II/

/Ap'fV

INFORMATION

(714) 982-0800
SKI REPORT

RESERVATIONS

p

(714) 983-9600
(800) 528-1234

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT LIFT OR
ANY TICKETMASTER OUTLET

(714) 981-3344

OWNER/USER COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE LOANS

90%

Up to

Financing

OWNER/USERS ONLY
Commercial/Industrial/Office
Medical/Office Condos
- NO APARTMENTS -

*

Up to $1,000,000
* Up to 25 Year Terms
* No Prepayment Penalty

For More Information Contact
BOB ROTHCHILD
(714)983-8100

THE MONfY STORE "
INVESTMENT CORPORATION
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AQMD
senator Plans Hearings
Page 1
State Senator Robert Presley
of Riverside plans public hearings to be held
in the Inland Empire on South Coast Air
Quality Management District Practices

ENVIRONMENT
Dealing With Toxicity
Page 15
Wasfi Attalla of PACE Laboratories and Diana
Badowski of Klienfelder discuss the
complexities of dealing with environmental
testing and cleanup.

SAVINGS & LOANS
Only One Inland Empire
Page 1
Thrift In Trouble
Arrowhead Pacific FSB is the only area thrift
in government conservatorship.
HIGH TECH LAW
ENFORCEMENT
Chino Pollee Department
Highly Computerized
Page 1
Chino Chief of Police James Anthony talks
about the innovations that he has brought to
his department over the last decade.
HEALTH
Joint Venture Proves
Successful
Page 3
Behavioral Health Resources is the
successful result of a joint venture between
Riverside Community Hospital and Riverside
Ventures Corporation.

GUEST COMMENTARY
Page16
HMO'S
Despite problems, David Church predicts a
bright future for health maintenance
organizations.

AWARDS
Upland Woman Named
Business Associate of the Year Page 3
Gerry Hughes of Ticor Tile was flabbergasted
to be given the prestigious award by the
American Business Women's Association.
WORKERS COMP
Legislation Aimed at Abuses
Page 5
Robert Hill explains how a new statute may
eliminate abuses of the system on both sides.
LOW-TECH
High Tech Magic May Be Fading Page 7
Venture capital firms are increasingly looking
for solid investments outside the computer &
biotechnical industries.
SBA
The Rules Are Simple
Page 8
Barry Dixon of Government Funding
Corporation in Riverside clarifies Small
Business Administration rules & procedures in
plain English.
HOSPITALS
No Crisis In Census or
Trauma System
Page10
According to Boyd Bauer of the Inland Empire
Area Hospital Council of Southern California,
the weakend trauma care system is holding
up and vacant beds don't cost what they used
to.
MANDATED HEALTH CARE
Proposal Criticized
Page 10
David Church of Pomona's Inter Valley
Health Plan points out the pitfalls in the plans
to mandate health benefits for employees.
MANAGED HEALTH CARE
Coordination Lowers Costs
Page 10
Bob Langley of Upland's San Antonio
Hospital discusses how carefully managed
health care can cut costs.
HIGH-TECH
Baxter Medical
comes to Ontario
Page 12
In partnership with Trammell Crow as its site
locator, Baxter Medical will build a huge &
highly automated distribution center in
Ontarjo.
ENVIRONMENT
TheAQMD &
Jobs/Housing Balance
Page 14
John E. Zakoske of Lewis Management
raises serious questions about the
SCAQMD's grasp of the relationship between
dean air & and the jobs/housing issue.
QEVELOPMENT
Upgrade Mall Coming to Ontario Page 14
Western Development Corporation, having
built successful giant malls back East, will
soon begin construction in Ontario.

GUEST COMMENTARY
Page 16
HMO'S
Thomas Bodenheimer suggests an alternative
health delivery system to the health
maintenance organizations.
CLOSEUP
Page 17
Inland Empire Closeup
Frank Devore started by sweeping floors,
wound up owning the company, sold it and
then LBOed it back before LBO's were news.
LAW
Sex Discrimination
Page 19
Russell Thomas of Best, Best & Krieger
advises employers on how they can avoid sex
dicrimination suits.
CONSTRUCTION
Jaska Combines Longevity
& Innovation
Page 19
Rancho Cucamonga based Martin J.Jaska,
Inc., has been growing & delivering for 53
years.
EXECUTIVE RECRUITING
How To Select A
Recruiting Firm
Page19
Ron Henry of BridgeGate gives helpful hints
on selecting an executive recruiting firm that
can keep on assisting your company.
REAL ESTATE
Outlook for the 1990's
Page 24
Andrew Kane of Arthur Andersen has some
good news & some bad news for potential
investors
HEALlliCARE
St Bernardine's Expanding
Page 25
San Bernardino's St. Bernardine's Hospital
already does more open heart surgeries and
kidney transplants than any other Inland
Empire hospital, and they have embarked on
a new expansion program.
LAW
B, B & K. Selects
Managing Partner
Page 26
Christopher Carpenter, a Yale Law School
graduate, has been named Managing Partner
for the Inland Empire's largest law firm.
FOCUS
Temecula Valley
Page 27
The Temecula-Rancho California area is
experiencing well-balanced growth.
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
What Can Be Done Immediately
to Relieve Traffic Congestion In
the Inland Empire
Page 28
Six experts give a wide variety of
suggestions.

THE USIS
In the Inland Empire
The Largest Long
Distance Carriers

Page 7

The Largest SBA Lenders

Page 9

The Largest Office
Furniture Dealers

Page 21
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Joint Health Venture
a Success

B)

During early 1985, Dr. Robert Summerour
the ~wner and founder of Riverside Psychiatri~
Medical Group, approached David Patton, President of Riverside Community Hospital and Phil
Dalton, President of Riverside Community Ven~es Corporation about a joint venture idea that
mvolved the creation of a behavioral health progr~ that would include the provision of comprehensive psychiatric and psychological and chemical dependency services on both an inpatient and
outpatient basis. Also, a component of the venture
would be providing capitated "Managed Mental
Health Services" through a case management system that not only insured the provision of appropriate and high quality comprehensive mental health
services that were being absorbed by insurance
companies, HMOs, PPOs, Employers, lP As and
other organizations that were experiencing difficulties managing and controlling the high cost of
inpatient and outpatient mental health and chemical
dependency services.
Discussions about the venture proceeded
through 1987 until all parties agreed to the concept
and the overall fmancial prognosis of the venture.
In mid 1987, a Chief Operating Officer was hired
and the project was formally named "Behavioral
Health Resources."

C)

THE VENTURE HAS
OUTPERFORMED ALL
PROJECTIONS
Behavioral Health Resources is structured into
five operating activities:
A)

Inpatient mental health services for adults
and adolescents is located at Knoll wood
Center and still closely affiliated with
Riverside Community Hospital.

National Health Plan ...
Private insurers, such as Blue Cross and
the competing Blue Shield. offer insurance to supplement Medicare coverage, but shy away from
any programs to become health-care providers.
The private insurers give patients the greatest choice
in selecting doctors.
Hartshorn expects national health insurance will require additional monitoring of costs and
quality of care.
According to Hartshorn. a sticking point
will be lhe traditional American bent for freedom of
choice. "More choices mean higher costs. The
solution will offer some elements of choice, but
will be more restricted. I feel."
"Managing health care - not just providing more and more health care - will be essential in
the future, as costs continue to rise and the population keeps on aging. National health insurance is
inevitable," he said.
Managed health-care providers "are the
only ones able to control costs," said Jack Massimino, vice president of corporate development for
Fountain Valley-based FHP.
Massimino anticipates a menu of healthcare proposals will come before Congress this
year, "creating a Jot of discussion and follow-up
studies. But something is going to happen in the
not-too-distant future."
But not all medical needs will be provided by any government insurance, Blue Cross
spokesperson Carol Kramer said. ·:nere wi~l ~till
be the need for some supplements m our opm10n,
and, until that is eliminated. we will continue to sell
supplemental insurance."
The vast number of programs under
consideration makes discussion problematical,
said John Rogers, spokesman for Blue Shield.
Blue Shield continues to try various
supplemental insurance products aimed at an aging
population, he said. A pilot p~ogram to offer
long-term care insurance was tned and dropped,
he said. "because the cost became too prohibitive."
Reprinted with permission of the Orange County
Register copyright 1990.

Inpatient chemical dependency services
for adults and adolescents is located on
the main campus of Riverside Community Hospital.
Riverside Psychiatric Medical Group, is
comprised of six psychiatrists, six psychologists and five licensed clinical social workers. Services provided include
traditional psychiatric and psychological
services, women's programs, parenting
groups, marriage and family counseling,
children's services, medication management, group therapy, stress management,
seniors programs, forensic evaluations,
sexual dysfunction. and other services
for mental health problems. Moreno
Valley office will open later this spring.

D)

Optifast Weight Management Services
which is medically supervised and is primarily directed toward people in need of
losing 25 pounds to 250 pounds.

E)

The fifth and most rapidly expanding
activity is the Managed Care/Case Management Division. Its size has grown
frommanagementof60,000Jives in 1987
to close to 400,000 lives in early 1990 arid
encompasses a network of licensed clinical specialists numbering over 450 and a
network of facilities numbering 38. A
large portion of the lives under contract to
BHR is related to the Southern California
Champus Project which covers Los
Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino counties. Behavioral Health Resources is a subcontractor for the Champus Division of Partners National Health
Plans.
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Troubled S & L
continued from page 1
RTC officials reported no knowledge of any other Inland Empire Savings & Loan l.D'lder scrutiny
for RTC action.
Through January 31,1990, the last date for which figures are available, the RTC had resolved
problems at42 institutions, spending $10 billion in the process while selling off only $1.6 billion in thrift
assets out of an estimated $150 billion that will eventually have to be sold.
The RTC claims that its staff of 2,000 employees is woefully inadequate to handle the task
assigned it RTC management is now claiming it needs at least three times its current staff to have a.'ly
chance of doing its job thoroughly.
Critics of the RTC, however, are saying that the RTC is creating a morass of problems at least
as bad as the S & L problems it is supposed to resolve. As Peter F. McAndrews, a partner in the law firm
of Co~, Castle & Nicholson commented recently: "Here you have a government agency that will grow &
grow m staff and budget while its top management timidly makes decisions always with an eye toward
winding up in front of a Congressional Committee being asked why did you sell this, why did you accept
such a price for that. and so forth. The RTC is supposed to sell off property of dubious value at top dollar
while always keeping in mind the priorities of minority business enterprises."
A cumbersome bureaucracy may be burgeoning in Washington and in RTC regional offices
(California thrifts are managed out of the regional office in Denver), but the good news is that, but with
only one exception, Inland Empire Savings & Loans are in good health.

The ongoing joint venture has fmancially
outperformed all budgetary and business plan projections and continues to grow and expand at a
tremendously rapid rate.
The Corporate Office of Behavioral Health
Resources is located in Riverside. Phone: (714)
275-8600.

Senator Presley to
Investigate SCAQMD
conJ inued from 1
said Franzoia, "that if Senator Presley decides
firmly to pursue the matter, he will get a green light
frm the Rules Committee. In the meantime, "
continued Franzoia, "we are having the Legislative
Analyst's Office investigate the matter thorughly
and report back to us."
The Legislative Analyst's Office is the agency
which researches issues under consideration by the
state legislature. It advises the legislature on controversial matters and in general serves as the
legislature's "think tank."
Franzoia went on to say that they had originally selected the Ontario City Hall as the meeting
place for the hearing but that a scheduling conflict
had developed. The hearing is now tentatively
scheduled for the same date in the Pomona City
Council Chambers.
Since the SCAQMD first announced its eighteen-year plan it has been severely criticized by the
press, trade associations, and particular businesses
which feel unfairly treated by the Management
District's procedures and proposals. Also, a detailed study by The Claremont Institute raised serious questions not only about the growing accumulation of power in the hands of the SCAQMD but
also about their bud"get projects. The Institute
calculated that future plans would cost far more
than the agency's own estimates.
Several business leaders, when contacted by
the IEBJ for comments or guest commentaries on
SCAQMD practices, have declined to say anything
publicly. One president of a leading trade association, who asked to remain anonymous, said that the
business community was reluctant to speak out
"too harshly against the South Coast Air Quality
Management District because in the past surprise
SCAQMD inspections have followed within days
of published statements from the top management
of companies publicly criticizing the SCAQMD."

Upland ABW A Selects Hughes
as Business Associate of the Year
This past month the Upland Chapter of the American Women •s Business Association awarded Gerry
Hughes ofTicor Title the honor of Business Associate of the year. Hughes has been with Ticor in Upland
for five arid a half years and in the title business for fourteen years. Prior to that she worked in real estate
from 1960, when she obtained her real estate license, to 1976. She earned her real estate brokers license
in 1963.
Hughes was named Salesperson of the Year in 1971 and Realtor of theY ear in 1973 for the UplandOntario area. She was a founding executive board member for the Corporate 2000 Council and served for
a time on the budget committee of the West End United Fund. She currently serves on the personnel and
fmancial committees of theW est End YMCA. Hughes is also the chief financial secretary for her church.
"I was stunned, flabbergasted, extremely surprised," Hughes said, when contacted by the Inland
Empire Business Journal. "I just couldn't believe it I've always like to work quietly in the background

"MY REAL HOBBY, THOUGH," SAID
HUGHES, "IS MY WORK. I CAN'T IMAGINE
RETIRING. I ABSOLUTELY LOVE MY WORK.
WHY SHOULD I EVER RETIRE?"
in my work and in community service work. The last thing I have ever sought is publicity.
"Let me tell you what happened the night I received the award." Hughes continued. "I went to the
ABWA meeting without even looking at the agenda. I didn't even know the award was to be presented
that night. As the presenter, leaving the award winner's name to last, started listing the person's history,
I realized she was describing me. I just could not believe it."
Gerry Hughes' genuine modesty was apparent throughout the interview. Despite all of her successes,
she spoke with real pride only about her two sons and her four grandchildren. When asked what she liked
to do when she is not working or performing community service, she talked about her love of music and
reading inspirational and motivational books and articles.
"My real hobby, though," said Hughes, "is my work. I can't imagine retiring. I absolutely love my
work. Why should I ever retire?"
Indeed, it is difficult to conceive of a woman of Gerry Hughes' boundless energy ever going into
retirement Despite her modesty, Gerry Hughes is too dynamic to avoid the limelight.

Your staff and office await YOU •••

at the Ontario Comm Center.
The ONTARIO COMM CENTER combines a large staff and state-of-the-art office automation
to provide Independent Business People and Satellite Operations with a PRESTIGIOUS,
HIGH QUALITY and PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED Executive Office.
Nothing is more important to us than catering to our clienfs specific needs; that is why we
custom-design Service Agreements for each client to include:
• 225-Square-Foot Private Windowed Office
• 4-Line Telephone/Computer System
• Secretarial/Word processing Services
• Personalized Telephone Answerinp
• Professional Reception
• Photocopying, Fax, Telex, Electronic Mail,
Electronic Dictation Equipment
• Laser Printing
• Coffee & Tea Service
• On-Site Maintenance Staff
• Prestigious Class "A" Building
•10,000-Square-Foot Courtyard
Discover why more and more Inland Empire Businesses and Satellite Offices are locating at
the ONTARIO COMM CENTER, Southern California's - most advanced and prestigious
Executive Office facility. Call (714) 941-0333 to schedule a personal tour.

"Fortune 500" Amenities Made Affordable for Small Businesses

ONTARIO COMM CENTER

II

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario
(714) 941-0333
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Abuses in the California Workers'
Compensation System and the
1989 Reform Act
by Robert B. Hill, Esq.
SinceimplementationoftheCalifornia workers' compensation system over 75 years ago, there
have been continuous charges of abuse by the
parties tying into this system. With the acceleration of costs in the system over the past twenty
years these charges mounted to a crisis point. The
1989 Workers' Compensation Reform Act is intended to end many of these abuses. This article
will discuss three areas where the Reform Act
attempts to correct abuses and return the system to
its original purpose: an efficient, expeditious way
of delivering disability benefits to the injured California worker.
One of the longest running charges of abuse
has been against employers and their insurance
carriers, the allegation being that through poor
record keeping, claims handling, and outright
disregard for the system the injured worker with a
bona fide disability has been denied timely receipt
of benefits and medical treatment.
Under the Reform Act, an entirely new system has been developed, requiring that employees
provide employers with timely notice of claims,
but also imposing very strict deadlines for investigating claims and making an appropriate decision. Under the Reform Act, which went into
effect January 1, 1990, once the employer has
knowledge of a work-related injury, either by the
employee notifying the employer or from any
source reporting such an injury to the employer,
the employer then provides a claim form to the
injured worker within one working day of this
knowledge. It is then the responsibility of the
employee to return the completed claim form to
the employer, which starts the decision-making
process rolling Within 90 days of the receipt of
the claim form, the employer (or its insurance
carrier) must fully investigate the claim and make
a decision as to whether to accept or reject the
claim.
With this new process, the Reform Act has
corrected one major flaw in the system where
employers or carriers could take an unduly long
amount of time to reach a decision as to whether to
accept or reject a claim, during which time the
injured worker might receive no disability or
medical benefits. One criticism which has been
made of the Reform Act is that given the complexity of many of these claims, which might require
in-depth investigation and the obtaining of a variety of pertinent medical records, the 90-day peri~d
is too short. While undoubtedly this will be true m
some circumstances, the fact is that the overall
system will now flow much more quickly with a
delivery of benefits much sooner to the injured
worker.
Another major concern under the Reform
Act has been spiraling medical and legal costs.
Under the California Labor Code 4621, the injured worker has been entitled to reimbursement
of medical and legal expenses incurred to prove a
contested claim by a reporting physician of his or
her choice. As a result of this provision. there has
been a proliferation of "medical/legal ~ills': i~
California. where an injured worker mtght tm. all be seen by an orthopedist, who then refers
t.1 y
. . . 1d
the applicant to other medical spectahsts me u .
internists and psychiatrists. As a result, the
of these expenses by self-insured
and
carriers
has skyrocketed.
empIoyer S
Prior to implementation of the Reform Act,

:~mburscment

an effort was made to control these cos~ by
.
sing certain fmancial limitations on thts re~po
unburscmen,t and the Reform Act itself
. has fur. th"s
direction by reducmg by 10%
ther moved m
1
.
those charges which were presumed reasonable as

of the end of 1989.
Another area the Reform Act has addressed is
the problem of medical reporting abuse which
limits the ability of either the employee or "the
employer/carrier to obtain medical reports of its
own. It requires the parties within certain time
deadlines to consider referral to an examiner agreed
upon by both sides (Agreed Medical Examiner) or
to a physician who meets certain standards under
the Workers' Compensation system (Qualified
Medical Evaluator). The goal is to provide a
reasonable, objective medical opinion as to the
cause and extent of an injured workers' disability.
In the third area, the Reform Act has moved
to slow the proliferation of psychiatric claims
made by employees against employers. Under
California Law, injury to the employee's psychiatric state has long been recognized as an injury for
which the employee could recover benefits.
Compounding this particular problem has been
case law supporting the contention that it was the
employee's perception of work-related stressors,
rather than actual reality, which would determine
whether a work -related psychiatric injury has taken
place. Under the Reform Act, in order for the
employee to establish that a psychiatric injury is
compensable, the employee must demonstrate by
a preponderance of evidence that actual events of
employment were responsible for at least 1Oo/o of
the total causation from all sources contributing to
the psychiatric injury, thereby eliminating the
windfalls which have occurred when an employee
was able to establish by his mere perception of
work-related stressors contributing to a very small
portion of the psychiatric injury, that he had been
injured on the job and was entitled to the benefits
of Califorrua Workers' Compensation Law.
In closmg, only time will tell whether the
various changes will result in a substantive reduction of the abuses which have occurred in the past.
If nothing else, the Reform Act is a recognition by
all sides of these abuses, not only the ones briefly
discussed in this article but a wide multitude of
abuses which have prevented the intended purpose of the California Worker's Compensation
system.
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Turn these ...

Into This!

With the Inland Empire's Radio Leaders

99.11CGGIFM
Quadru~les

the Music!

For informat i on on how to put radio to work
fo r your bus iness conta c t Mary Wade , Local Sales Manager.
K MEN / KGGI Radio at (714) 889- 2 651.
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Your MBA Helped You
Master Business
Management. The Master
of Science in Technology
Management Degree Will
Help You Master the Future.

INFORMATION SESSIONS
Orange County Center
Mar. 13
6:30 - 7:30 P.M.
2151 Michelson Drive
Irvine, CA 92715
Pepperdine University Plaza
Mar. 15
6:30 - 7:30 P.M.
Corporate Pointe
ver City, CA 90230

0

L

0

G

y

Today, rapid changes in global technology are
affecting virtually every aspect of business. Seasoned
managers \vho recognize the importance these
innovations will play in a company's future will be
uniquely prepared to compete in this ever-changing
international environment.
~ow, Pepperdine Vniversity is offering an accelerated option of its Master of Science in Technology
Managen1ent progran1, specifically designed for postMBA candidates. This degree program \\ill provide
experienced professionals with a unique opportunity
to update their MBA using the kno\\'ledge and tools
required to effectively manage modern technological
resources.
The post-MBA option consists of 12 months ( 3
trimesters) of intensive coursework including two
12-day field trips to technology centers in Asia and
Europe to reinforce the global perspective of the
progran1, and the completion of a major technology
research project of significance to your organization.
The faculty is comprised of acaden1ic leaders and
distinguished guests with extensive international
technology management experience. Classes are
held every third weekend.
Enrollment is highly selective and litnited to 25
senior managers. In addition to science and technology
disciplines, those in other business fields are strongly
encouraged to apply. Classes begin April -l, 1990.
For more information please call 213/568-5555
or 714/739-2506.

Pepperq.ine
-~----.,., ruvers1ty
l of Business and Management
ster of Science in Technology Management

FEBRUARY 28
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The Largest Long Distance Carriers In The Inland Empire
(Ranked Alphabetically)
Rank

Company Name and
Headquarter's Address

Employeees
.Inland
Empire
. Company
Wide

Office
.Inland
Year EsEmpire tablished
. Company
Wide
. 7
• 3,100

1

AT&T
550 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

. 300
• 300,000

2

Allnet Communications Services,
Inc., 30300 Telegraph Rd., Bi.-.
mingham, Michigan 48012

• 23
• 1,350

N/A
N/A.

est Telecom
1715 E. Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 721,
anta Ana, CA 92705
Call America
2530 E. La Cadena Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92507
Com. Systems
7900 Haskell,
Van Nuys, CA 91406

• 25
• 25

3
4

5
6

7
8

9

10

Local Contact
Numbers
.Residential
Services
.Business Services
.Repair

Service
Area

Local
Office
Address

Top Local Executive
Name/Title/Phone
Number

8001 rvine
Center Dr.,
Ste. 400,
Irvine, CA
92718
222 S. Harbor
Blvd.,
Anaheim, CA

Chris Hinshaw/
Manager/
(714) 727-5526

. (800) 222-0300
• (800) 222-0400
• (800) 222-3000

250
countries

1985

• (800) 482-4848
• (800) 982-4422
• (800) 982-4422

World..wide
tQ all dJrect
dlallocations

.1
.1

1984

. (714) 836-1212
. Same
. Same

Southern
California

• 20
• 20

.1
.1

1982

All of714
Portions of
818 & 619

2530 E. !A
Cadena Dr.,
Rl\'erslde, CA
92507

Vernon HaUl
President/
(714) 370-0400

.7
.25

.1
. 11

1975

140 Countries

1902 Orangetree
Ln.,Redlands, CA
92374

MCI Communications Corp.
1133 19th St,
N.W. W~hington D.C. 20036

N/A
N/A

.2

1968

• (714) 370.0400
• Same
. Same
• (800) 266-1000
. Same
• Same
. (800) 444-7373
. (800) 727-9624
• (800) 444-7373

AU AT&T
Direct Dial
Service
Areas

3401 CenterJake Dr., Ste
300, Ontario,
CA 91764

David Leach/
Manager/
(800) 266-0050
Roderick Ward/
Branch Manager/
(714) 986-8733

National Telephone
Communications
17 Corporate Plaza,
Newport Beach, CA 92660

.250
.1,000

. N/A
.N/A

1987

. (714) 740-7100
. Same
. Same

Country
Wide

17 Corporate
Don Rockermanl
Plaza,
Newport Beach, President/
CA 92660
(714) 640-7100

T:.Tel
300 Plaza Alicante, Ste., 380
Garden Grove, CA 92640

.IS

.so

.0
.3

1986

• (714) 740-2880
.Same
• Same

All of 213/818/ 300 Plaza
W. J. Kettle/
714 and
AJicante, # 380, President/
portions or
Garden Grove,
(714) 740-2880
619& 805
CA92640

U.S. Transmission Systems (ITT)
100 Player Dr.,
Secaucus, New Jersey 07096

N/A
.1,300

• N/A
• 30

1976

. (800) 221-4064
. Same
.Same

AU Countries
with Direct
Dial Service

1255 Corporate
Center Dr., Ste.
210,
Monterey Park,
CA 91754

U.S. Sprint
2330 Shawnee Mission Parkway,
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66205

N/A
.14,000

. N/A
. 70

1986

. (800) 877-4000
. Same

All Countries
with Direct
Dial Service

1750 w.
Penhall,
Anaheim, CA
92801

1885

• 230

Richard Lee/
Regional Manager/
92805
(714) 999-1213
1715 E.
Craig Bowersox/
Wilshire Blv.,
Santa Ana, CA CEO/
(714) 727-5526
92705

John Dicconsonl
Regional Sales Manager/
(213) 269-9191
Bill Pollack/

Low Tech Now
High Priority
Uigh technology industries first blossomed in California's Silicon Valley and in small companies in
and around Cambridge, Massachusetts, near M.I.T. and Harvard. Over the past two years thel-405 corridor
through Irvine in Orange County has become known as "Silicon Valley South." San Francisco, San Jose,
Los Angeles and Orange Cmmty have seen an incredible proliferation of venture capital funs to finance
new high tech industries. Given the generally agreed (and empirically verified) knowledge that the Inland
Empire is about a decade behind Orange CoW1ty in its development. is the same scenario awaiting
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties.
The answer is perhaps, perhaps noL At this point in time there is very little high tech industry
(computer research and development. biotechnology, e. g.) in the Inland Empire and there are few venture
capital firms located in the two-county area.
The Inland Empire Business Journal contacted a number of Los Angeles and Orange County venture
capital firms and high tech industries, and, without exception, they expressed little or no interest in
developing start-up projects in the Inland Empire. The most common reason cited was that the Inland
Empire has not yet reached a level of commercial and industrial development and sophistication to attract
new high tech companies and the venture capital to back them up. (These seemed somewhat ironic, since
Cupertino was hardly the center of a thriving metropolis).
However, the future of venture capital flow to Inland Empire businesses may not depend at all on the
growth of a high tech industry sector. Many venture capital firms contacted by the IEBJ indicated that they
are beginning to scout out "low tech" but high profit start-ups. Also, venture capital finns are now taking
at least as close a look at how a new company is being nm by its management team as the product itself.
More and more venture capitalists are looking for a solid customer base rather then the latest brainchild
of the R & D geniuses.
Orange County is one of the com1try's leading venture capital centers, with total investments in the
neighborhood of one billion dollars. At the recent annual conference of the Orange Coast Venture Group,
the shift from "high" to low" technology theme was prominent What was emphasized was a solid
company, superior management. a good product, market share and potential customer base.
These are all factors which many current Inland Empire flnns already possess, and there will probably
be more and more backing available from venture capital ftnns. High technology will undoubtedly come
sooner or later to the Inland Empire, but the potential for substantial venture capital investment is already
here.
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Facts About
SBA Loans
by Barry Dixon

Most people are unaware of the Small Business Administration's guaranteed loan program.
The SBA has limited direct loan funds available
for Vietnam era or disabled veterans, handicapped
persons, loans for businesses in high unemployment or low income areas. Guaranteed loans are
made by private lenders and are then guaranteed
bytheSBA. Over90%ofSBA loans presently are
of the guaranteed type since SBA's guarantee
authority is much larger than appropriations for
direct loans.
The often-quoted statement that most businesses fail within a short time because of a lack of
capital is only partially true. The other important
part of this is lack of know-how or the inexperience of small business owners in fmancial matters.
Whether you are starting a business or expanding
one, sufficient and ready capital is essential.
It is simply not enough to have the fmancing.
One has to have the knowledge and planning
ability to manage it well. The business person
must avoid the common mistakes of securing the
wrong type of financing, overestimating or underestimating the amount required or the cost of
borrowing the money, and then fmding it difficult
to repay.

FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 271990

2. Show ability to operate a business successfully.
3. For an ~xisting finn, have enough capital so that, with a SBA loan, the business can
operate on a sound fmancial basis.
4. Evidence of the ability to repay the loan
from the earnings of the business.

5.

Reasonably secured collateral to assure

payment

6. For new business startups, be able to
provide, from personal resources, sufficient funds
to have a reasonable amount invested in the business (at this time, one-third of the loan request.)
Terms of loans range from seven to 25 years
depending on the use of funds. Interest rates are set
by the SBA for guaranteed loans. Loans, guaranteed by SBA, frequently are made by banks on a
variable basis and are adjusted in relation to the
low New York prime as published in the Wall
Street Journal.

current period to the date of the balance
sheet

One should look for a loan with no prepayment penalty, no lender point or loan origination
fees as the cost of the loan is increased with these
additional fees. If the business is in need of quick
funding, look for the institution that can fund
within 30-40 days. For quick processing time one

3.

1.

Prepare a current fmancial statement
(balance sheet) listing all assets and
liabilities of the business.

2.

Have a profit and loss statement for the

persons

Wlth 20% or more interest in the business.

Loans cannot be tnade
to speculative businesses,
nonprofit organizations,
ne\vspapers, or businesses engaged in gambling.
should:

Prepare a current personal fmancial
s~tement of the owner(s) or

4.

Have company and personal tax returns
for the last two years.

5.

List collateral to be offered a5 security
for the loan, with an estimate of the
present market value of each item.

6.

State the amount of the ]oan requested
and exact purposes for which it is to be
used.

For those interested in starting a business,
con tact the SBA office in Santa Ana or your local
Chamber of Commerce. Ask for the SCORE
consultants. This is a free service given by the
Service Corps of Retired Executives.
Barry Dixon manages the Govef11111i!nJ

Funding offiCe in Riverside.

. .. The often-quoted statement that tnost businesses
fail within a short tin1e be.cause of a lack of capital is
only partially true.
Aspiring entrepreneurs need to do sufficient
research and investigation before seeking loans.
The entrepreneur should have some experience in
this. In establishing a business what would be your
advantage over existing businesses? Can you deliver a better quality of service? Can you create a
demand for your business?
For those persons currently in business ask
yourself a fe-.y questions. Is the capital you need for
steady business growth or are you trying to leap into
an explosive growth? One that you might not be
prepared for. Steady but sure growth in business is
the best way to keep on top of the wave of success.
These are the questions the lender will be asking
about the loan.
ELIGIDILITY FACfORS FOR
LOANS

SBA

A business must be independently owned and
operated for profit, not dominant in its field, and
meet certain standards of size in terms of employees or armual receipts. Loans carmot be made to
speculative businesses, nonprofit organizations,
newspapers, or businesses engaged in gambling.

Valley Business CRdit.

A small business is based on SBA standards as
follows:
Manufacturing and Wholesaling - Maximwn
number of employees may range from 100 to 1,000,
depending on the industry.
Retailing and Service - Annual sales or receipts not exceeding 3.5 million to 14.5 million,
depending on the industry.
General Construction - Average armual receipts not exceeding 17 million for the three most
recently completed fiscal years.
Agriculture - Annual receipts not exceeding

Business loans for working capital. equipment
and real estate, from $100,000 to $ 1.5 million.
For more information, calljoanna R. Bruno, Vice
President and Manager, at (714) 988-6188.

~~////..Valley Business Credit

A DIVISION OF VALLEY BANK OF NEVADA • MEMBERFDIC

$3.5 million
CREDIT REQUIREMENTS FOR LOAN
APPLICANTS
1.

Be of good character.

3535 East Inland Empire Boulevard
Ontario, California 91764
(714) 988-6188

•
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The Top Twenty-Five SBA Lenders to Inland Empire Business
(Ranked by Value of SBA Loans Funded in FY 1989)

Rank

Company Name and Address

1

The Money Store Investment Corp.
16162 Beach Blvd. #200
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

2

Mechanics National Bank
8225 Alondra Blvd.
Paramount, CA 90723

3

Value of SBA
Funded in 1989
(in 000)

Number of SBA
Loans Funded
in FY 1989

Total Loan
Amount

Top Local Executive
Nametritle!Phone #

$16,825

50

$21,193,800

10,046

38

12,340,000

Gerrold Moritax/
President/
(213) 531-6384

Government Fundi~
CAL BIOCO, 102 . Broadway, #406
Santa Ana, CA 92701

6,060

25

7,574,500

Mike Haynes/
Regional Vice President/
(714) 541-2537

4

Mission Viejo National Bank
25909 Pala
Mission Viejo, CA 92691

5,156

25

6,146,570

William Brady/
CEO/
(714) 583-2711

5

Liberty National Bank
One Pacific Plaza, 7777 Center Ave.
Huntington Beach., CA 92647

5,056

17

5,944,30

Philt S. Inglee/
CEO President/
(714) 895-2929

6

Sunset Bank
535 E. First St.
Tustin, CA 92680

4,347

14

5,662,850

Bill ~~3jokl
(714) 832-5200

7

Mercury Savi~s & Loan
7812 Edinger ve.
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

4,300

17

5,311,597

8

Dana Niguel Bank
34180 Pacific Coast Hwy
Dana Poin~ CA 92629

3,325

14

3,898,000

Thomas Herndon/
President/
(714) 661-4100

9

West Valley Certified Development Co.
3350 Sheby St., Ste. 200
Ontario, CA 91761

3,181

12

3,181,000

Nick Landis/
President/
(714) 989-1485

10

Landmark Bank
2099 S. State CollggeBlvd.
Anaheim, CA 928

3,085

16

3,833,000

Mike Blumbey/
Vice President/
(714) 937-1330

11

El Dorado Bank
2730 East Ch~an
Orange, CA 9
7

3,029

15

3,635,300

Joan Earhart
VP & Man~er for SBA Loans/
(71 532-2208

12

La Habra Local Development Co.
145 E. La Habra Blvd.,
La Habra, CA 90631

2,580

10

2,665,000

Eddy Evans/
Executive Director/
(213) 905-9741

13

National Bank of Southern California
3951 S. Plaza Dr.
Santa Ana, CA 92704

2,440

7

3,210,000

Bill Jacobs/
CEO/
(714) 641-8500

14

Pacific Inland Bank
P.O. Box 61001
Anaheim, CA 92803-6101

2,392

17

2,777,500

Ronald L. Askew/
CEO/
(714) 535-2210

15

The Bank of San Diego
225 Broadway, Ste. 110,
San Diego, CA 92101

1,624

5

1,910,000

Boyd Lindquist/
CEO/
(619) 237-5300

16

Bank of Commerce
501 W. 6th St
Los Angeles, CA 90014

1,524

8

1,932,360

GeoffrelfAbbott/

17

California State Bank
1041 W. Badillo St
Covina, CA 91722

1,437

4

1,760,000

Thomas Bishop/
CEO
(818) 967-2411

18

International City Bank
780 Atlantic Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90813

1,354

4

1,420,000

Jane Netherton/
President/
(213) 436-9800

19

American Pacific State Bank
6450 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Ste. 205
North Hollywood, CA 91606

1,232

6

1,590,000

Frank Ures, Jr./
President/
(818) 753-6200

1,211

7

1,643,000

20

Mid City Bank
2650 E. Im~rial Highway
Brea, CA 9 21

WND
(714) 996-8150

879

6

1,408,000

21

Bank of Industry
13200 Crossroads Parkway North, I
ndustry, CA 91740

Dale Walters/
President/
(213) 699-1061

798

5

1,128,000

22

Frontier Bank
One Center Pointe Dr.
La Palma, CA 90623

Charles Matter/
President/
(714) 521-2265

680

1

1,050,000

23

First Pacific Bank
469 N. Canon Dr.,
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

Leonard Sands/
Chairman/
(213) 659-8456

650

2

920,000

24

Bank of Anaheim
721 N. Euclid
Anaheim, CA 92801

Gene Hobday/
President/
(714) 778-2265

620

2

800,000

25

Bank of America
3650 14th St
Riverside, CA 92501

David Kepper/
Business Loan Manager/
(714) 781-3353

Bob Rothchild/
Business Develo~ment Officer/
(714) 98 -8100

WilliamC~iV

Executive Vice esident/
(714) 842-3333

.

..

Senior ana~er/
(213) 617-1 00

d b the Santa Ana Dtstnct Office of the Small Busmess Admmtstran on. (Santa Ana Distsict app roves and guarantees
. al
1989 loan approvals as reporte Y. .
Source: Fisc year d S Bernardino county loan applications.)
Riverside County an an
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Health Care Focus ..
No Inland E1npire Hospital
Bed Crisis Foreseen
Boyd Bauer, Director of the Regional Office, Inland Area,
for the Hospital Council of Southern California told the Inland
Empire Business Journal in an exclusive interview that, on the
whole, hospitals in Riverside and San Bernardino County are
in no danger of a bed "glut" such as Orange County experienced nearly a decade ago. He also told the IEBJ that the
trauma care system has, despite cutbacks, been able to manage
emergency and intensive care patients quite well during the
winter months when such care often stretches the critical system beyond its limits.
Even with the growing number of hospital beds in the
Inland Empire (including a new Kaiser facility), Bauer stated
that hospitals will not face the kind of financial dtsaster many
metropolitan area hospitals faced in the early 1980's.
"Of course it always makes it more difficult to make the
bottom line look good when occupancy is down," said Bauer,

"The real problem," continued Bauer, "
is how does a hospital make up for
its losses from patients who cannot pay.
That's the really critical issue."
"But even with continued growth empty beds are not so much
a significant issue anymore." Bauer pointed out that a hospital
does not have to staff an empty bed, and it is the costs of care
and staffmg that have risen so sharply over the last several
years.
Bauer also cited the increasing shift to managed health
care and outpatient care as reasons for empty beds, which are
factors that usually produce revenue for the hospitals which
participate in managed care programs and own outpatient
family care and surgery clinics.
"Today, it's outpatient, outpatient, outpatient," said Bauer.
"The emphasis is on getting patients in and out as quickly as
possible. Fortunately, hospitals are adjusting to the trend and
are able to make money from outpatient facilities.
"Another factor that mitigates against an empty bed crisis,
"continue Bauer, "is that an unfilled hospital bed is no longer
as costly to the institution as it was ten years ago because a bed
no longer has the revenue-producing potential it ha~ then. In
the old days there was simply more money per bed mvolv~.
"Now, with managed care keeping costs down and w1th
the third party indemnity insurance companies no longer automatically paying what is filled, a hospital does not lose as much
money with a lower occupancy rate.
...
"The real problem," continued Bauer, IS how does a
hospital make up for its losses from patients who cannot pay.
That's the really critical issue."
Bauer then discussed the trauma network situation in the

insurance industry to control the overall costs of health care
services.
There are many different approaches of managed health
care, but the two most popular fonns are Health Maintenance
Organizations (HMO's) and Preferred Provider Organizations
(PPO's). Both use established networks of providers (physicians and hospitals) which participate in the programs at
reduced reimbursement rates. Patients are either required to
use only the network providers or are given significant financial incentives to do so.
In addition, both HMO's and PPO's usually operate with
systems to manage the utilization of health care services, such
as prior authorization of health care services, second surgical
opinions, and ongoing review of patient care. The reduced
reimbursement rates for network providers and the utilization
management programs used by HMO's and PPO's normally
result in sigmficant cost savings over traditional fee-for-service indemnity insurance programs.
To purchasers of health care service (employers, unions,
trade associations, etc.), managed health care programs can
offer significant financial benefits through kwer insurance
premiums, lower co-payments and deductibles, and increased
benefits. In addition, the purchasers have the knowledge that
health care services being rendered to their beneficiaries are
being monitored through the utilization management program
to help ensure that the services are appropriate and necessary
for the patients' diagnosis.
These promises of cost savings and the expectations of
higher quality of care have led to a phenomenal growth in
managed health care programs in a relatively short time frame.
This growth has had a major impact on all health care providers
in the Inland Empire. Just seven years ago, San Antonio
Community Hospital did not have contracts with HMO's or
PPO' s. It now has arrangements with over a hundred managed
health programs, which account for close to thirty percent
(30%) of its total revenue.
Managed health care has brought the purchaser, provider
and the consumer (patient) of health care services into a new era
of more complex arrangements characterized by a growing
interdependence on each other. All parties are being made
aware of the high costs of health care and the need to be
responsible in the utilization of health care services.
Effective communication among the purchasers, providers, and consumers is essential for the existing health care
delivery system to be developed into a stronger and more cost
efficient delivery system.
As a community-based hospital, San Antonio Community
Hospital is committed to developing improved communications with all the players in the managed care arena. A product
of this commitment is the Corporate 2000 Council which is a
cooperative effort with many employers in the community.
The primary mission of the Corporate 2000 Council is to
serve as a catalyst to increase communication and t.u foster
mutually beneficial and advisory relationships among San
Antonio Hospital and local business leaders and physicians on
the hospital staff. The Corporate 2000 Council currently
consists of more than 300 employers in the community.
Other efforts taken by San Antonio Community Hospital
to improve communication among the participants of managed
care programs include the following:

Inland Empire.
"Trauma care is improving," he said. "It's a fick_le phenomenon to track. Overloading can be very ~predictable.
Fortunately, this year we have had a late and mild flu sea~n,
so we haven't had the pressures on the system that we ve
experienced in previous winters.
.
.
. . al
"However " Bauer continued, "there IS still a cnuc
h
e ofiCU beds throughout the Inland Empire. ~f any real
s ortag
'll be overloaded. It is very difficult to
crunch comes, we
beds beca they
rsuade hospitals to add and maintain ICU
~se
1.
pe
h dare used so sporadically and unpredictably.
cost so muc an
•
d bt about
We'll have problems in the future. There s no ou
that"

2.

Managed Health Care in
the Inland Empire
by Bob Langley

3.

"Managed Health Care" is a tenn that is being used quite 4.
frequently these days, but what does it really meart? The tenn
has come to mean any organized attempt by the health care

A physician referral service to aid consumers (patients) in
identifying and choosing doctors participating in various
managed care programs. The referral telephone number is

staff which will improve the communications in several
health care areas.
Managed health care is certainly not the panacea for the
U.S. health care system; however managed health care is a step
towards building improved communication and relationships
among the purchasers, providers and consumers of health care
services. The improved communication and relationships will
no doubt lead to other fundamental changes resulting in a more
efficient health care delivery system for all.

Bob Langley is Director ofManaged Care aJ SanAnJonio Cof111rUUiity

by David E. Church
The rapid growth of HMO membership in the California
marketplace over the last ten years has not been problem-free.
In the past, employers would offer employees and their dependents either traditional endemnity coverage (fee-for service) or an HMO like Kaiser or FHP. The latter organizations
typically employed their own physicians and owned their own
hospitals and outpatient clinics.
Several years ago, however, these so-called "staff model"
HMOs were challenged by a new breed-an "IPA/Group
model" HMO-not.ably Maxicare, Western and Health Net
Rather than employing medical personnel and owning facilities, these organizations contracted with multispecialty clinics,
groupings or private practice physicians (!PAs) and community hospitals. They operated on the premise that payments for
contracted medical services would be less than premiums
collected, with the balance as profit
Unfortunately, a combination of underpricing premiums
to attract new members, various mergers and acquisitions, and

As the HM 0 industry moves into
the 1990's, employers will see a
significant change from the
frenetic 1980's.
the inability to control health care utilization among contracted
providers, has led to the demise ofHMOs in Southern California. Providers of care were not paid by the HMO for services
rendered and there was concern that enrolled employees would
not receive care that had been paid for through premiums by
their employers. To preclude both of these potentialities, both
state and federal regulators have stepped in to ensure that
HMOs remain solvent
California has traditionally been a leader in regulatory
protection of its residents, and regulation of HMOs is no
exception. The Department of Corporations enforces the
provisions of the Knox-Keene Healthcare Services Act, which
is the enabling legislation under which HMOs operate. The
Department has recently promulgated fmancial standards with
respect to HMO solvency to ensure that contracts with providers of medical services are honored. Depending on the membership size and the nature of the contractual arrangements
with providers, HMOs are now required to maintain substantial reserves. Start-up HMOs would be required to post
adequate reserves prior to licensure, while existing HMOs
have a period of time during which mandated reserves can be
accumulated.
As the HMO industry moves into the 1990's, employers
will see a significant change from the frenetic 1980's. There
will be less HMOs from which to choose, but those that remain
will be better managed and in a stronger financial position.

714-985-3627.
Communication with insurance brokers and employers in
the community on the status of our managed health care
programs. We are often called upon to serve as an
employer advocate in the managed health care programs to
help resolve problems that arise.
We operate a community speakers bureau with speakers
available to discuss a wide array of health care topics.
We are implementing an electronic (computer) interface
David E. Church is Director of Provided Compensation
system between the hospitals and physicians on our medical for Inter Valley Health Plan in Pomona.
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From the coast of Santa Barbara to the surf of Huntington Beach. from the
rocky shoreline of Laguna to the hlue waters of Mission Bay Health ~et providcc..,
health care throughout Southern California, and throughout the ~tate. \X!ith
Calit()rnia's largest medical provider network. every one of our . . . 2'1,000-plus ~lcmhcrs
is close to superb health care. llealth Net h~L"~ more than 260 Medical Groups and
hundreds of ph) sic ian locations, over 2 tO hospit,tb
and 1,:)00 pharmacies statewide. 1() the lbt of wonders
along Calit()rnia's coast, add one more. Health Net.

HEALTH NET®
s

California HMO
A\,ulahle to comp:m•c.:~ v..·nh 'iO or mort: emplon:c.:s.
For mort: mfi>rmauon. call your hrokt:r or I kalth Net .u
(714) H24 _p 2.1 or l ·H()().')22 OOHH.
)}I

I il II

l

'ct
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Baxter to Build Major High Tech Facility in Ontario
Baxter Healthcare Corporation recently
announced plans to locate a major distribution
center in Ontario. The new facility will support
sales growth for the medical supply company as
well as improved efficiency. The company anticipates that construction will begin in June of 1990,
with full operations beginning in late 1991.
The new center will be located on 77 acres of
land in a Redevelopment Area of the city of
Ontario. Baxter and the city have signed a Memorandum of Understanding concerning the planned
facility. According to Norman J. Priest, Ontario
Community Economic Development Director, the
project will help Ontario's efforts to establish a
community of residential, manufacturing and high
tech distribution.
When contacted for comment, Mayor Howard Snider of Ontario said, "I was happy to welcome Baxter to Ontario at the outset of their
search. I'm pleased they chose us and am looking
forwara to the project's next phase. Baxter is a
major corporation with the reputation of being a
good corporate citizen in the communities where
it is located. We want to keep adding to our clean,
labor-intensivecommercial{mdustrial base. In the
coming years, Baxter will provide 240 jobs and
taxable sales of over $100 million per year. This
is a real plus for our community." When the Inland
Empire Business Journal interviewed Norman
Priest by telephone regarding the Baxter move, he
noted that the company had originally looked at
thirty-one potential sites, including one other in
the Inland Empire near Mira Lorna company officials, using highly sophisticated computer techniques in the search, fmally decided on the location at the intersection of Philadelphia and Vintage.
'This will be a very high tech facility," said
Priest "Nevertheless, it will initially generate
between 240 and 250new jobs. The forecast is that
Baxter will do about $135 million m sales the ftrst
year and then increase that by about 7 per ctmt each

"Initially," continued Priest, "the complex in 100 countries. Baxter employs approximately
R & D distribution space requirements
will occupy 580,000 square feet That's what is 64,000 people.
on a direct basis through the life of the
under design now. There's the capacity there to
On March 3, 1989, Bax~er and Trammell
partnership.
Crow
Company
signed
an
official
partnership
grow to as much as 1.5 million square feet We're
agreement launching a development relationship
3. To favor Trammell Crow on all real
absolutely delighted to have Baxter here."
estate business when all else is equal.
The search and land purchase negotiation that is unique in the history of both organizations.
The
partnership
augments
the
Baxter
staff
with
was handled by Trammell Crow, which has had a
nationwide exclusive arrangement with Baxter for Trammell Crow's 125 office network of develop4. To give Trammell Crow the opportunity
ment partners' knowledge, resources and experto provide real estate consulting services
a number of year.
on a competitive basis as required by
Jeff Trenton of Trammell Crow commented tise.
Baxter estimates that it will save in the neighBaxter.
that, "We are very happy to have been able to
select and negotiate such an excellent location for borhood of $15 million by partnering with TramFortunately for the Inland Empire, the partBaxter. It further strengthens our ongoing na- mell Crow' s services .
TheBaxter-TrammellCrowpartnershipagree- nership is working.
tional relationship."
Frank Stewart, Western Area Manager for ment requires of Trammell-Crow:
Baxter's Distribution Division stated that Ontario
1. To locate single point Baxter centers
offered an ideal location within the Los Angeles
throughout the United States.
basin with excellent freeway access and superior
city services.
2. To ensure that the quality and delivery of
The highly automated new facility will proservices to Baxter is consistent throughvidedistribution for the company's Hospital Supply
Bradco Development needs land i1
out the United States.
and Pharmacy Divisions. Included in the new
the Antelope or Victor Valeys-raw or
. mapped. VVe offer Joint Ventures. Cal
complex will be kit manufacturing by the Renal
3. To act as fiduciary on behalf of Baxter in
before you seG or ~st.
and Carston Products Division. The new center
measuring and communicating savings
will require over $50 million in capital investment
to Baxter management on a regular babut will substantially support Baxter's current
SlS.
$300 million market in southern California.
The announced distribution center will be the
BRADCO DEVELOPMENT
~
Under the same partnership arrangement
third Baxter facility in Ontario. Custom surgical
Jowph W. Br~dy
~
Baxter
is
required:
P.O. Bo• 2710, Victor>ill~. CA 92393-2710
kit manufacturing began there in 1984 with twelve
Busin~s: (1>19) 951·5111; H"""'; (1>19) 24~45; fn; (&1'J) 951·5111
employees in the Baxter Customer Sterile Divi1. To give Trammell Crow exclusive rights t=:========--=====================~
sion. This facility now employs about 250 people.
to fulfill all distribution facilities requireRecently construction also began on Baxter's
ments including newly-owned distribuOntario replenishment center. The building will,
tion facilities on a prenegotiated fee basis,
of course, be leased through the Trammell Crow
newly
leased distribution facilities on a
Company. When it opens in late 1990, the center
principal
to principal but competitive
will employ 75 people. The replenishment center
This Space As Low As
basis, and interim leased space pending
collects Baxter manufactured products in their
$78.15 Per Month
completion of new facilities provided by
western United States and Pacific Rim plants and
Trammell Crow.
12 Month Lease
ships them to distribution points nationwide.

Attention
Lando"'ners

Fb

FOR RENT

Baxter is ranked number 64 on the Fortune
500 list It is the world's leading healthcare supplier with $7.4 billion is sales of 120,000products

2.

To allow Trammell Crow the opportunity to compete on all Baxter offices,

Call JEFF

(714) 556-4917

year.

FOR LEASE

1,000-300,000 S.F. Heavy Industrial M2 Buildings - for leas~ overhead Cranes - Rail - Security .22¢ - .28¢ S.F., large ou~1de
Fenced areas. I 10/I 15 Fontana area Lionwood Construction.
Call Mr. Chase (714) 395-0220.

The Southern California Chapters of the
Society of Industrial and Office Realtors present

1990 SIOR TRENDS
in Industrial and Office Real EstJJte

CCC
Industries
Incorporated
CENTURY CLEANING CONTRAOORS
• janttorial Servi ces •
• Window Cleaning •
• Carpet Shampooing·

CCC PARKING SERVICES
• Complete Parking Servtces •
• Parkmg Management •
• Consulting •
• Lease Locations •

CENTURY EXHAUST & FIRE SYSTEMS
Cleaning and Chemical Treatment of Grease Exhaust
Systems • Vacuum Cleaning of Air Supply _and Exhau~t
latton Sales and Servicing of Ftre Extmg.Utshers
Systems • Instal
'
1
Automatic Systems • Industrial and Commercta
an d
.
Steam Cleaning and Degreasmg

(714) 241-0329
340 E. Alton Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92707

March 13, 1990 at the Anaheim Marriott
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Arthur Laffer, Economist
FEATURING:
Joel Kotkin, INC. Magazine
Jack Keyser, Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
Sanford Goodkin, Peat Marwick Main & Co.
George Smith, George Smith/Grubb & Ellis
Herbert Krumsick, J.P. Weigand & Sons, Inc.
Steven Edwards, O'Melveny & Myers
John O'Donnell, O'Donnell, Armstrong Partners
Mike Roos, Speaker pro Tempore, Assemblyman, 46th
District, California Legislature
MODERATOR: Brian Banmiller, KCBS Radio
Table of 10
After February 23

$2,250
$295

$275
General Admission
Checks, Visa, & MC accepted.

SIO R is a non-profit organization.
PHONE Registration
1-800-621-SIOR (in CA)
EXHIBIT Information
1-415-582-6111
FAX Registration
1-415-582-6513
MAIL Registration
P.O. Box 693
Hayward, CA 94543
Approved for 9 hours DRE credit. Sponsor No. 2243
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The Downside to
Mandated Health Benefits
by Art Cowan
The United States is in the middle of an unprecedented health care crisis. Employer's health
benefits costs arer· ·
f
th
·
.
tsmg--o ten more an 10 ttmes the Consumer Price Index-and the number of those
·
Without adequate health ·
.
msurance rematns an unresolved problem. We are looking for solutions which
will keep health benefits cost-effective and reduce the number of llflinsured.
. Like the rest of the nation, Californians are deeply concerned. The issue has humanitarian, quality

DESERT
BUSINESS
TO BUSINESS
AND OPPORTUNITIES EXPO 90
presented by

of.li.fe, and fmancial implications. It is clear we must take constructive action to overcome the current
cns1s.

DESERT

In response to the situation in Calfomia, Governor George Deukmejian has armounced a health
care pro~sal that will mandaate every employer to provide health insurance to its employees. This
proposal IS far more ambitious than the original draft of AB 350, the health benefits mandate law
advocated by Assembly Speaker Willie Brown which passed in modified form last year.

BUSINESS

Governor Deukmejian 's proposal is intended to provide basic coverage for about 4 million of the
estimated 5 million Californians currently without health insurance. The intention is excellent. The
means may create major problems.

BMW Show Productions

First, there are some critical misconceptions about the roots of the health benefit cost crisis. Governor Deukmejian' s proposal assumes that the roots lie in the absence of quality medical care-the kind
paid for by health insurance.

The Expo will feature more than 185
booths of local, regional and national
businesses, showcasing new ideas
and products to improve business ...
Nevv franchises available in the
Inland Empire ... Money making
opportunities ... Ne~; business
products ... Business seminars and
much, much more.

However, as early as 1979 the Surgeon General of the Untied States reported that medical care
accounted for only 10% of the factors affecting the health of Americans. Environment and heredity each
accounted for roughly 20% each, and lifestyle accounted for animposirlg 50%. The only hope for a
long-term solution to the health costs crisis lies irl prevention, effective health benefits consumer practices, and--most irnportant-<:hange in lifestyle. The Governor's proposal does not address that
component.
Second, Vte proposal may produce difficulties for small business employers. This group has the
greatest need for affordable group health insurance, yet such coverage has been increasingly difficult
to come by in recent years. Small bus mess employers do not have the buyirlg power oflarger businesses
and, when they are able to secure coverage, it is oftert at an exorbitant rate.
Third, there is no evidertce to suggest that governmertt intervention will make things better. In fact,
there is a fair body of irlformation suggesting the opposite.
The highly touted Massachusetts program mandating health benefits has collided with major
problems. Federal legislation, such as the Consolidated Omnibus Budget reconciliation Act of 1985

in association with

Friday, March 30, 1990 - 12 noon to 6 p.m.
Saturday, March 31, 1990- 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday, April1, 1990- 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(COBRA) and the ill-conceived Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code provide distasteful precedents.
Both are laws that significantly increase the cost of health care benefits but do little to solve the health
care predicament Section 89 was so onerous that it was repealed after small employers responded with
a near-insurrection. By the time repeal came, it was estimated that American employers had spent over
$100 million in an attempt to comply with the law.
Governmertt intervention nearly always means complex reporting requiremertts. Legislation can
include benefits "leveling"-a "one size fits all" approach in which employers are prevertted by law or
face stiff incentives for meeting the varyirlg needs of their employee populations. For example, in the
Deukmejian proposal, employers offering plans that exceed the coverage proposed by the state mandate
would face tax penalties.
Often there are confusing changes because the lawmakers have no experience in desigrtirlg or
managirlg health benefit plans. Numerous "technical corrections" must often then "retool" to handle
the adjustments. For example, COBRA has gone through four major sets of legislative and regulatory
changes smce it was signed into law in April 1986.
The legislation frequently produces the exact opposite result from the goals origirlally intertded.
For example, the growth in state mandates--which attempted to expant coverage to those under health
insurance plans--has been a significant factor irl driving health benefit costs up at the state level. In
1966 there were only eight state mandates affecting health benefit plans. Today, there are over 750. The
result is the costs of ~roup health irlsurance has been drivert beyond the reach of many small employers
forcing many to eliminate their plans. Thus, the number of UTlinsured has grown significantly because
of the mandates.
In the case of the Deukmejian proposal, the law would require employers who do not offer group
health insurance to pay the health-care expenses of their employees and thedependertts of the employees
directly. In short, employers would either have to provide standard groUJ_' health insurance or, ~f unable
to do so, would have to become the insurance company themselves. Fat lure to meet the reqwrements
uld produce adverse tax consequences. They are, of course, adverse for the employer-not the state.
wo Certainly the proposal does little to affect health benefit costs other thert to shift th~ burden around.
And like other mandates, it attempts to force a large, non-voting segmentot the populauon (employers)
to meet the social engineering objectives of the state.

.
.
.
. .
And, as with many of the benefits laws in recent years, the Idealized SOCial obJecUves are used as

a thinly disguised means to entrap employ~s in~ p~ying fmes and taxes to reduce state and federal
Other downside risks to this type of legiSlatJOn mclude:

1.

2.

3.

of either starting a business in or moving a business to California
It could m ake the prospeCt
. ..
.
1 ,
· be use of the compliance cost and the hab1hty for failure to meet the aw s
very unattractive ca
requirements.
("f previous experiertce is any indicator) could make California
.
The cost of comp11ance 1
.
businesses less competitive than those outsJde the state.
.·
li bil"
d compliance costs could inhibit investment and individual business
The add1uonal a Jty an
expansion.

4.

.
f
lying with the law could be an inhibitor tooverall California
The economic cost o comp
business sector growth.

Last years event was the largest
gathering of business exhib!tors in
California, and this year should
exceed that in both exhibits and
attendance. The weekend will include business seminars, a mixer of
Chambers of Commerce throughout
the Coachella Valley, and noted
guest speakers including:
Greg Stebbins on Sales, Bob
Swoboda on Real Estate, and many
other interesting events.

Sponsored in part

By

I
bus1ness 1ourna
INLAND EMPIRE

..No one covers Inland Empire business like The Business Journal"

For More Information
Call:
DESERT

BUSINESS
(619) 322-2929
or
BMW Show Productions

(714) 241-9055
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Giant Shopping Mall
Coming to Ontario

FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 27 1990

''Air Quality and the
Jobs/Housing Imbalance"

In the autumn of 1985, Western Development Corporation of Washington, D.C., opened the first
phase of its massive shopping mall complex, The Potomac Mills, In Dale City, Virginia. Located near
the beltway around theWashington area, The Mills represented a new concept in malls. Built upscale with
the best and most eye-appealing of materials, the mall included everything from a J. C. Penney store to
a full service drugstore to a Saks Fifth Avenue shop to such family entertainment centers as a bowling
alley, a miniature golf course and a set of batting cages.
A similar Mills is comirJg to east Ontario within the next two to three years. It will be located within
Ontario's Redevelopment area, so classified because of now-corrected flooding danger. The exact site
is the I-12 & Haven, east of Milliken and all the way up to Baseline. While the plans are still in the early
formative stages, none of the major players involved see any reason for Phase I not opening sometime
between the fall of 1992 and the spring of 1993.
According to Skip Morris, spokesman for Chevron Land Co. on whose property the Ontario Mills
will be built, "We now have a green light on selling our land for the project. It should be clear sailing from
hereon out"
Chevron Land has agreed in principle to sell a parcel of 152 acres on which the nearly 2 million square
foot Mills will be built to Western Development Corporation in joint venture with Forest City Enterprises
of Cleveland, Ohio.
"Western Redevelopment Corporation has the know-how and Forest City Enterprises is a cash-rich
company that already has a major presence in California," said Morris. "Forest City has either completed
or is working on fifteen projects in California, including one in Victorville and one in Palmdale. Doing
business here in California is nothing new to them."
When contacted by phone, Howard Biel, President of Western Development talked about the history
of The Mills projects which have led to the decision to locate in Ontario.
"Our first attempt at this in 1985 was the Potomac Mills," said Biel. 'That was a 1.2 million square
foot mall. We'vecome to call then Super Regional Specialty Malls to reflect the fact that they are massive
regional shopping centers.
'The Potomac Mills was so successful, " continued Biel, "that we decided to build another Mills
project in Philadelphia. We optioned the land then in 1986 and opened it as The Franklin Mills in 1989.
That's a 1.8 million square foot facility on the 288 acre site which used to be the famous Liberty Bell Race
Track. That Mills also met with tremendous success.
"Now that we had two successful projects going, " continued Biel, "we decided to gear up and go
full speed ahead all around the country. Our third Mills will open in Broward County in southeastern
Florida this coming October. We'll call that the Sawgrass Mills. It will occupy about two million square
feeL The fourth Mills will open in August in 1991 in the city of Gurnee, which is in Lake County, Illinois,
north of Chicago. The fifth, will belocatednorthofDetroit., near The Palace where the Pistons play ,We've
named it the Auburn Mills. It sits on 300 acres and will open sometime in 1992.
"One thing we noticed," said B iel, "which will be a boom to the Ontario area eventually as well is
that our Mills Super Regional Specialty Malls attract large wholesale and warehouse type facilities not
within but nearby places like Home Club or Price Club, for example."

By John E. Zakoske
The goal of attaining clean air is important to the business community, particularly here in the
I Inland Empire
where air quality is generally poor. I have some concerns, however, about how well the
South Coast Air Quality Management District (AQMD) understands the jobs/housing imbalance in
relation to air quality.
Porter Ranch is, for example, a 1,300 acre mixed use development in Chatsworth. The AQMD
has reviewed the draft environmental impact report (EIR) for the project and recommended to the City of
Los Angeles Planning Department that the project's approval be subject to certain mitigation measures.
The scariest part of the 11 page assessment is the conclusion that jobs/housing balance issues
are not adequately addressed in the EIR. What is the AQMD's conclusion? "Scale down certain
components, especially industrial/commercial components," and "demonstrate that the price of project
housing matches the income of the people employed in the project area," with no mention of what happens
if the prices and income levels do not jive. Business people usually try to develop a product that fits the
market that they are faced with. The market is an external factor over which the business has no control.
The air quality district wants to restrict the product that a business can deliver without altering the market
that dictates the viability of the venture.
Herein lies the fundamental problem with analyzing air quality, or anything else, through the
lens of jobs/housing balance. The whole concept of altering the natural distribution of jobs and housing
to attain certain growth management goals is a tenuous one at best It sounds like a reasonable idea in
theory, but in the real world it would be awkward and inflexible. Many experts in economic development
believe that employment will follow population growth, and that with the lag between forecasts and
reality, the AQMD would be wasting time and money trying to solve a problem that market forces will
cure.
Current law grants the AQMD the authority to regulate indirect sources of air pollution, subject
to certain limitations. However, the law denies any "infringement on the existing authority of counties or
cities to plan and control land use, and no provision... shall be interpreted as providing or transferring new
authority over such land use to either the south coast district (or) the Southern California 1\ssociation of
Governments." (H.S. 40450). I believe that the State Legislature did this for a good reason-accountability. The air quality district remains almost totally unaccountable to the public. On that note, the
patriotically labelled Senate Bill1776, introduced by Senator Bill Leonard, is an encouraging development. The proposed legislation would open up the district's rule-making process to public referendum.
The AQMD must respect a company's right to retain some control over decisions that translate
directly into the economic health of the business, and thus into the overall prosperity of the region. I am
convinced that the two are not incompatible. The business leaders of southern California are very
ingenious, and given a little flexibility and some incentives, this power can be harnessed towards finding
a workable solution to the air quality problem.

John E. Zakoske is the Administrative Assistant to the Chairman at Lewis Homes Management
Corporation in Upland.

(?Uno

When asked specifically about the Ontario Mills, Biel answered that "we now have an option to
purchase the land although the deal itself has not yet closed. We do have every expectation, however, that
the land sale will go through and we '11 be open for business no later than 1993. We're very careful about
the areas we select The Inland Empire with its tremendous growth pattern is ideal for our needs.
"Forest City Enterprises will be an enormous help to us out there," continued Biel. 'They built the
South Bay Galleria in Redondo Beach and an excellent project in Victorville. They know about California
development and can give our Ontario project a huge boost both fmancially and in terms of expertise.
We're proud to be partners in this joint venture with them, and we're certainly proud to be coming to the

CValley
CJJank_

Inland Empire region of California."

Stocks of Inland Empire Interest
Tues. 1/23/90
Close

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

o.

7.
8.
9
10.
11
12
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Fleetwood Enterprises
Kasler Corporation
Rohr
Lockheed
Data Design Labs
General Dynamics
Toro
Continental Materials
Cal Mat
TRW
General Development
Corporation
General Electric
PepsiCo
K-Mart
Lal Boy
National Medical
Enterprises
Dayton Hudson
Corporation
Kaufman & Broad
Home Corporation
FMC
CVB Financial

Thurs. 1/30/89
Close

HI

52-Week
Low

PIE

Chino Valley Bank, with a capital position
allowing for loans in excess of $7,500,000, is ...

Ratio

23 1/8
9 1/8
20 1/8
35 3/4
4 5/8
36 3/4
25 3/4
15
29
49

241/2
9 1/8
19 3/4
39 1/4
5 3/8
40 1/2
243/4
15 3/4
28 3/4
47 5/8

30 1/4

22

9

37 718
54 3/4
8
60 1/2
271/2

18 1/2
35 3/4
3 3/8
40 1/2
18 5/8

69
192
5
14

30 5/8
51 3/4

243/4
421/8

12
11

5 3/4
62
57 718
341/2
17 1/4

8 3/8
62 3/4
58 5/8
33 7/8
17 1/2

16 3/4
67
65 718
44 7/8
23 1/4

8 3/8
43 3/4
37 3/4
32 1/2
16 7/8

4
14
17
9
11

31

35 1/4

40 1/4

25

15

61 1/4

60 5/8

67

40 7/8

14

11 1/2
36 1/2
17 3/4

13 1/8
35 3/4
20 718

21 3/4

9 7/8

5
8
14

THE INDEPENDENT BANK
FOR BUSINESS
Specializing in ...
• Commercial Lending
• Construction Financing
• Accounts Receivable Financing
• Money Market Multiplier Account
Earn $100.000 TCD rate on personal and business money
market accounts w1th averagE:' balance of $25,000

CHINO MAIN· (714) 627-7316
EAST CHINO· (714) 591 ·7591
CORONA· (714) 734-6120
POMONA· (714) 629 4151
COLTON· (714) 825 9800
ARCADIA • (818) 445 7350
SOUTH ARCADIA • (818) 446·3118

MEMBER FDIC

ONTARIO AIRPORT· (714) 980·1080
ONTARIO· (714) 983·1390
UPLAND· (714) 946·6921
SAN BERNARDINO· (714) 381·5561
COVINA • (818) 915·8931
SAN GABRIEL· (818) 286 3166

G:r
-LENDER
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FOCUS:

AIR ... WATER ... SOLID AND TOXIC WASTE
Toxic Materials Development for the 1990's
"Not long ago I was walking through an agricultural site in the Inland Empire," reports Richard
Sounders, Manager of Real Estate Services for
Kleinfelder, one of the major environmental testing
and cleanup firms. "We came across a number of
illegal dump sites," continued Sounders, "including DDT residue from spraying, smudge pots with
petroleum leakage and a number of small but nev ertheless hazardous or toxic materials. And this
was open land, not an area where a major industry
had conducted business."
Love Canal, Stringellow, and the McColl
Dumpsi te are names of remote places that appear in
the evening news. Each of these sites have common
elements ... an owner, a lender, and environmental
contamination. Developers, joint venture partners,
owners and fmanciallenders are looking at the risks
involved in purchasing and improving properties,
and ways to avoid becoming that "owner of environmental contamination."
Along with the challenge of remaining competitive, the developers are assuming a greater risk
of falling into the "chain of Title" of environmentally contaminated properties. The cleanup, remediation or abatement of properties that have been
contaminated by pesticides, leaking underground
tanks, asbestos and hazardous wastecanoftenexceed
the value of the property. Joint venture partners can
become liable for the cleanup costs through bankruptcy or abandonment by the responsible parties,
institutional lenders and joint venture partners may

reassess their positions, which could place the
developer in a position of having to default on the
loan ifhecannotafford to pay thecostofthe cleanup
and complete the project competitively.
Phase I Preliminary Site Assessments (PSAs)
or Environmental Risk Assessments (ERAs) are
rapidly gaining favor with the developer and joint
venture partner as risk management of PSAs or
ERAs are utilized to assess the properties past,
present and sometimes future potential for environmental contamination. The property's chain of
title, local and state agency records, historical air
photographs and site geology and hydrogeology are
reviewed in conjunction with a site reconnaissance
and interviews with past and present tenants by
environmental consultants.
If any areas of environmental concern are
noted, a second level of assessment may be recommended by the environmental consultant
(phase
The phase II assessment may include
testing of underground tanks, surface and subsurface soil sampling, soil vapor analyses, air
monitoring or construction, materials testing for
the presence of asbestos containing building
materials (ACBMs).
The phase II PSA or ERA summarizes the
fmdings of the consultant by defming the extent of
the contamination. and helps to establish the estimated costs associated with the cleanup, remediation or abatement of the environmental contamina-

m.

The environmental report is reviewed by the
developer and fmancial partner and considered in
making a go or no-go decision on purchase. This
due diligence effort helps to afford the owner,
"Innocent Landowner" defense in the case of future
discovery of environmental contamination on the
property.
Now more than ever before, the issues of
environmental responsibility are giving industrial
property owners reason to assess their attitudes
towards property use. The plethora of environmental laws passed at the Federal and State levels
have imposed liability threats that can exceed tax
liabilities by several orders of magnitude, in many
cases with just a single minor instance of structure,
soil, or groWidwater contamination.
The complexity of these laws, and the need to
understand them completely is now a burden transferred to the property owner, regardless of the cause
of contamination. With this in mind. property
owners must assume the task of assessing tenant
uses of their properties, and documenting the use of
hazardous and potentially hazardous substances, as
well as the tenant's legal status to use, transport. or
store such substances on their premises. Community and employee Right-to-Know provisions, as
well as notification measures required for property
conveyance have tagged the property owner with
reporting requirements that must be met by both
• tenants and owners.

tion.

In the last two decades, faws with real teeth,
such as RCA, CERCLA, SARA, TSCA, and FIFRA
just to name a few, have been promulgated at the
Federal level. California has taken the lead in
environmental law, creating a maze of legislation
regulated through dozens of agencies that in most
cases preempt Federal statues.
Liability for hazardous substances knows no
time limits Wlder the law and may be attached
decades after a property has been sold or otherwise
conveyed. Liability may be attached to individuals
in the event that a responsible organization can no
longer be identified. By far, the majority of these
laws are written to attach the liability to those most
able to pay for cleanup and. in many cases, mitigation under the law may not be technically feasible
but nevertheless required. The lesson for the industrial property owner is both to be aware of legislation governing hazardous and toxic materials and of
any use of such substances on their properties.
The complexity of these issues, and the potential financial risk that they pose, both now and at any
time in the future, will force the industrial property
owner into the mold of monitor whether they want
this responsibility or not. The issue for property
owners is really one of responsibility or liability,
and which of these represents the greater fmancial
risk?
Diana Badowski is Marketing Director at
K.leinfelder in Artesia.

High Tech Methods Fight Water Contamination
by Wasfi Attalla. Ph.D.
In recent years both government and the general public have justifiably become increasingly
concerned about contamination of our water.
Whether it is the water we drink from the faucet,
contaminated wells or industrial discharge locations, the quality of our water is now a critical issue,
especially for developers and builders.
Some of the toxins routinely found in testing
water at various sites include fuel products, industrial solvents, and pesticides. Indeed, there is no assurance of clean water at any location anymore
without careful testing. Undeveloped agricultureal
areas can have just as contaminated water under the
earth's surface as any manufacturing site working
with highly toxic chemicals.
.
Environmental regulations are now so stnngent that the testing and cleanup of water, along
with soil, solid waste and air, have become an
absolutely necessary step in the development of any

where gasoline or oil have been stored Wider ground
(e.g., former filling station sites), areas near health
facilities where medical waste may have been buried and places close to industsrial sites, even wastewater treatment plants themselves.
PACE Laboratories now offers mobile laboratory services whereby the necessary testing equipand legal.
Environmental companies specializing in water ment can be brought to a site, and the water can be
sampled and completely analyzed right at a procontamination use a variety of advanced instrumenspective building location within the same day the
tation including gas chromatograph/mass specsample is collected. The environmental companies,
trometers, gas chromatographs, atomic absorbtion
like PACE, who have initiated these mobile units,
spectrophotometers, gel permeation chromatograhave been able to ensure that the data generated at
phs, ion chromatographs, infraded spectrophotomea project site will be of the same quality as that
ters and high performance liquid chromatographs.
generated within the company's in-house laboraIn addition, environmental companies use microstory. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
copy, ion electrodes and microbiological and clascarefully regulates such mobile units to ensure data
sical wet chemistry techniques.
integrity. The agency requires that companies with
The sites most likely to contain contaminated
these convenient mobile units meet a set of strict
water are the areas around solid waste disposal
criteria. and the EPA must certify a unit before it is
sites, agricultural land where pesticides and petlegal to take it out into the field. In the area of water
roleoum-base smudge pots have been used, places

building site, be it residential, commercial or industrial. Fortunately, the technology exists to minimize the risks and costs to builders and developers.
A number of companies, including PACE Laboratories, can use highly sophisticated equipment and
techniques to render a potential building site safe

testing and cleanup, an environmental laboratory,
whether in-house or mobile, must meet the standards set by both the federal EPA and the California
State Department of Health Services.
Ours is indeed. ahighlyregulated industry, but
difficult as that is sometimes, it does ensure protection not only for project developers and builders but
also ultimately for the general public. Without
strict controls guaranteeing the highest quality of
performance, the water testing and decontamination industry could easily, given the average lay
person's ignorance of the biochemical knowledge
and sophisticated instrumentation involved. become
filled with companies lacking the know-how to
protect our water supply. PACE Laboratories is
proud to be among the organizations that meet the
highest standards of the profession.
Dr. Attalla is the Regional Director of the
PACE LaboraJory /ocaJed in Irvine. They do a
considerable amounJ of work in the Inland Empire
and have facilities in five stales.

Frontline Industries Works to Prevent Fires
Most frrefighting is done after the frre has
but Frontline Industries, Inc. of
tarted•
d
a1reays
.
fi
Rancho Cucamonga is dedicated to fightmg rres
techt U sing state-of-the-art
~fure th ey bre ak ~.
logy Frontline has developed a vartety of frr~no
'
d bust
retardant products to protect both homes an . esses. The Inland Empire company has two o bJeceed for
n
th
tives: to educate the public about e n
preventive frrefighting and to offer the neces~ary
·pment to stop fires before ey
products and eqU 1
destroy valuable property.
. .
. .
Among the products Frontline spectalizes m ts

schools and all types of commercials and industrial
"Duo-Gard" which provides not only flame proofing but also stain protection for fabrics, which are establishments.
"We are living in the space age and fighting
among the most combustible of materials. "Defires as we did in the stone age," continued Motley.
Fyre-138" is a five-year wood roof care system
"Today we have the materials to stop fire damage
which includes an extremely effective spray-on
from the very beginning before property, and more
flame retardant and wind. rain and ultra violet light
importantly, lives are wasted."
damage prevention as well.
Among Frontline's other products is "Flame
According to Tom Motley, General Manager,
"Frontline offers a full range of preventive educa- Out." a versatile fire retardant which can be used on
wood. paper, cotton or wool products. It is nontion, products and services to houses, multifamily
toxic and can be brushed. sprayed or dipped onto the
dwellings, home owners associations, hotels and
protected surface. Since it is water-based. it penemotels, movie theatres, hospitals, day care centers,

trates deeply into the material, rendering the item
totally resistance to fire.
"We all fall into the trap of waiting until
something needs fixing," says Motley. "Why do we
spend so much money on alarms and sprinkler systems when there are easily affordable ways to
prevent fire in the first place?''
Frontline Industries, Inc., is located at 9605
Arrow Route, Suite G, in Rancho Cucamonga.
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Riverside County Assemblyman, 73rd District

''Long on Ideas- Short on Actions''
. If you read the "Answer" page in this month's issue, you will find a host of innovative
suggest.J.ons by Inland Empire leaders on how lo begin relieving gridlock on lhe freeways immedialely. All
are excellent proposals. It seems that there is no shortage of ideas.
~at is lacking, of course, is initiative, leadership and action. Granted, most of these proposals
would r~utred fast ~peration and action on the part of the stale government, city and cOlmty government., reg10nal authontles and the private sector.
But so what?
When sudden, unexpected crises like the San Francisco earth-quake happen, all levels of government, along with businesses and community agencies, seem able to spring quickly into action.
Why c an't they do the same for severe but ongoing crises.
Maybe we just learn to live with these problems. But why should we?

''Opportunities''
Around 1900, when New York was developing into the giant me.ropolis we now know, a
Tammany Hall backroom wheeler-dealer politician named George Washington Phmkitt was convicted
on several counts of graft, fraud, and money laundering. His courtroom defense was as hilarious as it was
pathetic.
"I just seen my opportunities and I took 'em," pleaded Plunkitt.

In this country, a man is presumed innocent until proven guilty; so we, in no way, want to pass
judgement on individuals like developer Louis Laramore, accountant George Arzov, and ar. attorney who
are facing inquiries into possible illegal attempts to manipulate Inland Empire politics in old-fashion city
machine style.
Suffice it to say, lhough, that a burgeoning metropolis, like New York in 1900 or the Inland
Empire in 1990, offers plenty of the kind of "opportunities" George Washington Plunkitt saw and took.
Temptation has been in us since the Garden of Eden.

As an antidole, we can only quote Jefferson: "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty."

''More Bureaucracy Is Not
The Answer To Bureaucracy''
Remember, back twenty five years ago, when the American Medical Association and the
business community adamantly opposed Medicare as the ftrst stop toward Socialized Medicine.?
How ironic it is that, today, it is the medical societies and large corporations who are leading the
movement for National Health Insurance.
By an Orwellian use of phrase Socialized Medicine (bad) is now National Health Insurance
(good).
The current argument is that we have created so many unwieldy public and private health care
bureaucracies, that the only solution is one giant bureaucracy to bail us out of the mess.
Brilliant logic. The bigger and more centralized the bureaucracy, the more efficient it will be.
Afler all, in just a few months, the Resolution Trust Corporation has spent only $10 billion to resolve
problems of 42 of hundreds of insolvent S&L' s.

Is the antidote to a poison more of lhe same poison?
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here is an old saying that
advises us never to resist
temptation for it may never come
again. But, while this concept may be
good in some cases, legalizing drugs is
one temptation that we must continue
to resist!
There are many tantalizing
arguments offered by those who favor
the legalization of drugs. One is the
economic advantages that could be
gained. Imagine how quickly the
national debt could be retired with the
profits and taxes realized from the legal
sale of drugs.
We can be tempted to anticipate
a noticeable reduction in the number of
crimes related to drugs such as burgJa,
ries, muggings, gang shootings, prostitu,
tion and smuggling. We can also
dream c:i a world where hospitals are
not struggling to care for "crack babies,"
and emergency rooms are not full of
drug related injuries and illnesses.
But, just think about the issue a
little longer and you will see how the
negatives associated with legalized
drugs may outweigh any possible
positives.
First of all, a government controlled drug business would never allow
prices comparable to those of tcxlay's
drug lords.
The profi t:s from the legal sale of
cocaine or heroin would never reach
the heights now enjoyed by the
Columbians because an increased and
reliable supply would mean lower prices
- and lower prices would mean less
net income.
Secondly, try and visualize the

size of the bu reaucracy that would be
necessary to regulate and con t rol the
legal drug business, not to mention the
diverse opportunities for corruption
that would be presented.
Would you want a designer drug
boutique in your neighborhood mall ?
Would you want your health, auto or
home insurance premiums to cover the
risk of cocaine or heroin users? Do you
have any idea of how many more delays
we would incur in our court system
because of product liability lawsuits
filed on behalf of dissatisfied c ustomers
against drug manufacturers? Would
you want your children to h ave the
opportunity to purchase heroin or
cocaine from unscrupulous re tailers
who might illegally sell to minors?
Would you approve of the possibility ci
having teachers who are users of crack?
These are only a few of the
obvious undesirable consequences
related to the legalization of drugs.
Less obvious, but more compelling, is
the moral issue here.
More and more public officials
are selling out and encouraging the
serious consideration of legalizing drugs
as an approach to solving this country's
drug crisis.
OON'T BE TEMPTED.
Telling criminals that their illegal
activity is now legal is not the solution.
The real fact is that drug use
causes destructive behavior that
undermines the moral fiber c:i this great
country! Do we really want to make it
easier for people to destroy themselves?
Or us? I don't think so. -

Can Mandated Health Care Work?
by David E. Church
"Sounds like a great idea, but can we afford
it?" was heard again in Sacramento several
months ago as the Democratic speaker Willie
Brown attempted to gain sufficient support to
overcome a certain veto by Governor George
Deukmejian on mandating employer-paid health
care. In one bold step, Speaker Brown had
hoped that all Californians who worked for
firms with five or more employees would be
provided a comprehensive package of health
benefits to be paid for by their employers.
Although A.B. 350 died in a Conference
Committee during the 1989 legislative session,
there is no doubt that mandated health care for all
working Californians will soon become reality
in some fashion. If the provisions A.B. 350 are
representative of what a mandated health package would be, it will certainly be expensive. In
addition to comprehensive hospital and outpatient benefits, there is coverage for so-called
"lifestyle" illnesses such as substance abuse and
mental disorders. If provided without any preexisting condition limitations, a program A.B.
350 would cost employers $150.00 to $200.00
per month for each of their employees, despite
Speaker Brown's estimates of $85.00 per employee per month.
Beyond the cost issue, however, is the conundrum of rapidly increasing medical costs
coupled with the difficulty of managed care
alternatives (HMOs and PPOs) to offer employers greater than average savings over traditional
fee-for-service (indemnity) insurance programs.
The Cost of Health Care
Why is medical inflation two to three times
that of the economy in general, and what effect.
if any, would mandated cost have on these in-

creases? There is a possibility that a mandated
program might slow down the "cost shifting" by
providers of care to those who are now able to
pay, namely the insurance companies and other
third party payors. The current structure creates
an artificial payment system where costs are not
evenly spread among those who receive care.
By mandating coverage, premium levels in
general may more accurately reflect the true cost
of providing health services for all concerned,
not simply those who now have private insurance.
Finally, it would seem that any mandated
program would only be successful if it operated
in a true managed care environment. HMOs
who offer medical benefits to employers must be
able to defme what appropriate care is and render it in an efficient manner. This includes many
of the techniques currently in practice, such u
primary care physicians acting as " gatekeepers"
for the access to the delivery system.
Beyond this, however, must be a commit·
ment by both providers and patients that only
necessary and needed medical care is rend~
More is not always better, and resources are limited.
Can M andated Health Care Work?
Employers must be able both to~~
fectively in a global economy while providin&
competitive salary and benefits to their employees befitting of our standard of living. M~ted
health care can work only if these other isSUeS
are understood and appropriately addresled
David E. C hurch is Director of ~
Compensation for Inter Valley Health Plan ID
Pomooa_
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This month's IEBJ closeup interview is with Frank C.
Devore, CEO and Owner of Tri-P/as, Inc., headquartered at
1775 East Acacia Street, Ontario 91761 .

fl!amed "Man of the Year"

in 1989 by the Society of the
~last1clndustry' s Western Sections, Devore has a long history of
industry and community service. He served as President of the
S~l Western Chapter in 1972 and served on the Board of
D~rectorsfrom 1979 to 1981 . His current professional associations and community services include:
Board member, Western Plastics Pioneers
Corporate Board of Directors, Los Angeles Merchants and Manufacturers Association
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Inland
Empire Regional Merchants and Manufacturers Association
Board of Directors and California's Plastic Industry
Representative, Californian's for Compensation Reform.
Member, The Executive Committee
Advisory Board, YMCA

IEBJ:
Devore:

The primary help I received through all the crises
was from my wife Jo Ann. The day we signed the
final papers she told me, "If there's anything I ever
run into that's absolutely impossible, I now know
who to come to."

Mr. Devore and his wife of28 years, JoAnn, have resided
in Orange and reared six children. They recently bought a home
in Crestline.

Illill:
Devore:
IEBJ:
Devore:

IEBJ:
Devore:

Mr. Devore, you are in the plastics manufacturing
business. Is that correct?
That's correct. Tris Plas specializes in innovative
ways of injecting moulded plastics.
When did you get your st.art in the plastics business?
I st.arted as a utility cleanup boy on the floor of
Amoco Chemicals in Southgate back in 1951
when I was fifteen years old. I had been born on
Long Island, and then we migrated to Costa Rica.
To escape a revolution there my mother, my
brother and I escaped to southern California.
You worked your way up in the company quite
rapidly, did you not, Mr. Devore?
Yes, I was fortunate in that respect I had acquired the company by the mid-1960's. Our
company specialized in servicing the food industry with plastic containers. In 1973 Lance, Inc.,
of Charlotte, North Carolina, purchased Amoco
Chemicals. They specialized in cash and small
packages of cookies and crackers, often for vending machines.
I ran the Amoco division until 1985. Then I
bought it back in 1986 and 1987. That's a whole
story in itself.

property, but I was still short of capital. Finally, it
took a year, almost up to the minute, to consummate
the buyback. Kroh Brothers of Kansas City came in
at the ninth hour and said they wanted to buy our
building. They did and then went bankrupt two
months later. From that point on, my wife and I have
been sole owners of the Tri Plas and its premises.
How is the company doing now?
The frrst year we had it all back we grossed ten
million. Now we're grossing $21 million a year and
growing. We have the major plant in Ontario, but we
now also have facilities in Rockhill, South Carolina,
and York, Pennsylvania. We do a lot of work with
Hershey Chocolate and their plastic containers.
By the way, I should mention that the Executive
Committee here was very instrumental in helping me
get my company back and on its feet again. They're
a wonderful organization. They kept telling me it
could be done.

IEBJ:
Devore:

IEBJ:
Devore:

Could you tell us about that?
Well, Lance, Inc. decided to sell Tri Plas, which I
had in the meantime renamed my company. I
became disenchanted with the people who wanted
to buy it, but I didn'thave the money to buy it back.
I could see that I had worked for all those years
evaporating right in front of me.
So what did you do?
Well, before it was even a common term in theW all
Street Journal, without realizing that I was doing it,
I pulled off what we now call a Leveraged Buyout
(LBO), If I had really known what I was doing
then, I would not have done it.
My wife was urging me to take a salaried position
in a company. We were rearing six children at the
time. She wasn't fighting me on it; she was just as
scared as I was.
I explored every option I could think of. I talked to
some Iranian investors. By that time, I must say
that my reputation not only in the plastics industry
but in the petroleum industry where my raw materials come from was quite high. I had a number of
discussions with people who knew and respected
my work.
It looked like my only chance was to lease back the

IIDU:
Devore:

It sounds as if your family is very important to you. •
It most certainly is. We have six children, three boys
and three girls ranging in age from 25 to 17. Elizabeth is now Elizabeth Hill. She and her husband
Mark live in Crestline. Elizabeth is our frrm's personnel manager.

Frank, 25, is in school in Tampa. David, 23, goes to
Santiago Community College and is a salesman for
our company. Heather, 20, lives in La Mirada and is
a student at California State University, Fullerton.
Andrew, 19, goes to Santiago and will be going to
WestrnontinSantaBarbaranextyear. Ouryoungest,
Amanda, is at El Modena High School in Orange.
We just purchased a new home in Crestline. Amanda
and llove horseback riding together. My wife fishes,
loves to write and is currently taking four writing
classes.

Guest Commentary

Universal Health Insurance for California
by Thomas Bodenheimer, M.D.
37 million Americans are without any health
insurance. And the costs of health care are rising at
three times the general rate of inflation. According
to Joseph Califano, former Secretary of Health
Education and Welfare, "By the year 2000, the only
person in the United States who can afford to get
sick will be Donald Trump." This dual crisis of
health access and health costs has only one solution:
universal health insurance. But what kind of universal health insurance will truly solve the access
and cost crisis?
A number of health care providers and politicians are advocating the model of employer-mandated health insurance. Under this approach, the
goverrunent requires all employers to provide health
insurance for their employees. Because most of the
uninsured population are employees or ~e depen~
ents of employed people, such a requrrern~t ts
supposed to solve a major portion of the urunsurance problem. At the federal level, the KennedyW axman bill calls for mandated health insurance
and in California, Assembly Speaker Will lie Brown
has sponsored a similar bill. In January,. it ~as
reported that Governor Deukmejian is constdenng

a similar proposal. The concept of mandated health
insurance is supported by a number of hospital
organizations and physician's groups, including the
American Medical Association.
But mandated health insurance has severe
drawbacks. First, it places the burden for billions of
dollars in new health fmancing on the backs of
employers. Since most large employers already
provide health insurance, it is smaller businesses
that will be forced to buy highly expensive private
insurance to cover their employees. Second, mandated health insurance does nothing to solve the
escalating costs of health care. A recent survey of
businesses revealed that during 1988, the cost of
health insurance for employees rose by 18.6%-a
staggering inflation rate. Third, tying health insurance to employment means that people changing
jobs will often be forced to change their health
plans, and people losing jobs due to layoffs or
illness may be unable to afford individual insurance
rates and thus lose their insurance altogether. Fourth,
mandated insurance fails to provide for the millions
of unemployed Americans who are uninsured, and
thus will require a companion program to extend
Medicaid. thereby increasing tax dollars going to

health care. Becauseoftheseproblems, 91 %oftop
business health insurance is a poor solution to the
problem of uninsured Americans.
Does a reasonable alternative exist. The answer is a resounding yes. Publicly organized universal health insurance can simultaneously solve
the access and cost crises without placing excessive
and unfair burdens on business. An example of this
approach is the model health plan of California's
Health Access Foundation. Health Access is a
statewide consumer coalition of over 120 organizations including religious groups, seniors, grassroots
organizations, unions, and health policy experts,
with offices in Los Angeles and San Francisco.
How does the Health Access model health plan
work?
All California residents would be covered
whether employed, unemployed, disabled, elderly,
rich or poor. All health funds would be derived
from payroll, income and other taxes. These tax
monies, plus current Federal contributions for
Medicare and Medicaid, would enter a single state
health care fund, which would then pay hospitals,
physicians, HMOs and other health providers. Every
California resident would be free to choose a per-

sonal physician or a prepaid plan (HMO). Because
all health care funds would be concentrated in one
single payer, total health costs could be easily
controlled through a global budgeting process. Such
a "single payer" structure is reminiscent of the
Canadian health system, which insures all Canadians at about 2{3 the per capita cost borne by the
United States. Surveying the developed world, it is
clear that nations with single-payer health systems
spend far less on health care than does the United
States.
How would business fare under the Health
Access plan? Naturally, business would pay its fair
share of taxes to support the health plan. But
business would pay its fair share of taxes to support
the health plan. But business--through premiums
for employee health insurance-already pays 27%
of the $600 billion spent in the U.S. health sector,
and private health insurance premiums would not
exist in the Health Access plan. Most importantly,
with health inflation controlled through the single
payer, business health costs would cease their
uncontrollable rise.

continued on page 21
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EEKEND TIME OUT
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• Enjoying two rooms for
the price of one. Now when
you stay for business or
pleasure you'll get all the
extras.

*FREE

• Your own private wet bar, microwave, refrigerator, VCR, 2 remote
control TV's, Fax Service, Computer hookups and private patios.

Full American
breakfast, served
each morning.

• Corporate rates are valid
Sunday lhrough Thur\da:r

Smart Business People
Know WhenTo Meet
InThe Middle.
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Meet in the m1ddle of it all Close to the a1rport. freeways
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A Rare Personal Appearance

3350 Rosecrans St
San D1ego, CA 92110

RomantiC country deco.r ,'<! old·lash1nneu charm ~·llh
modern convemences
• t"holfl' of in-room ~·h1rlpool or IUb· lor t~·o
• Some with hn•place ·
• ·\II ~·uh remote -rontrol Cahlt· TV t1KC \'l'H ,'(,
ro mplm1entary mm'lt' hbran.'
• Conllnt'nlal hn·aklast sen.'t'c11n our lacl' ,'<! ~'ll kt•r
~ un room
• \1r condltlomnu <'<l Ce1hnu I ans
• Cwnpllmentary luqqaqe Sl'l"\'llT !rom anc1 10 tht'

A very special place for

Honeymoons &
~rCouples in Lo\1e

R I 0

Image Suites

IMAGE INN

Fresh. non-smoking rooms. Close to the beach

_,

Cl

• A superb location too!
Convenient to all business
districts and the world famous
San Diego Zoo, Sea World and
fine restaurants.
So how suite is it? It's Image Suites!

*Free Full Breakfa\t onl; al
Image Suncs

1-800-828-8111

A I I<

• Plus pool & spa, meeting
room and free airport transportation definitely qualify
Image Suites as "Home Suite
Home!"
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ZIG ZIGLAR

20 I Clarissa • P.O. 6ox 128
Avalon, CA 90704
RtSERV~\ TIOI\S

and

( 213) 51 0-0 196

Brian Tracy
March 29 - (714) 474-4432

;v ~

536-2555

MAXWI:L[i

ANAHEIM HILTON HOTEL

317 Pac1hc Coast H1ghway • Hunt1ngton Beach atlhe P1er

CULBERTSON PRODUCES
SUPER BOWL CHAMPAGNE
For the first time In the 24-year history of
the Super Bowl, foot ball fans are able to
obtain a specially engraved commemerative
bottle of champagne produced exclusivly by
the John Culbertson Winery.
In previous years, the bottles of Super Bowl
champagne were only distributed to a select
group of 500 individuals that included NFL
owners, coaches,sponsers and those attending
the official pre and post game festivities.
"These handsome bottles engraved with
the Super Bowl XXIV logo and filled with our
high quality, methode champenoiseBrut are
sure to be collector's items," said John
Culbertson, president of the winery. "We are
working to make them available at fine wine
shops and selected locals within each NFL
franchise city."
In all, only 2500 cases of the champagne
were produced.
Those wishing information of the special
Super Bowl champagne may call the winery
at (714) 699-0099.

)

-------------------------------

BY THE SEA

BED & BREAKFAST

When you want to get away from the hustle & bustle, the strife & stress;
why not transport yourself in time to one of these quaint & tranquil inns?
ON SANTA CATALINA ISLAND its
THE GULL HOUSE "with a touch of
class." Come yourself or send your best
workers. We specialize in Honeymoons
and Anniversaries. For brochure, send
#10 self-addressed stamped envelope.
P.O. Box 1381, Avalon, CA 90704 - (213)
510-2547

LE PETIT CHATEAU: For the
discriminating ... The tradition of the
French Mediterranean in the heart of
Palm Springs. A peaceful and quiet
hideaway. Sun bathing "Au Naturel"
poolside. 6th season! (619) 325-2686.

MAUl ON YOUR MIND

Bed & Breakfast

Dream in our Kapalua Bay VIllas.
Luxuriously turn1shed 1 & 2 bedrooms Breathtakmg ocean
v1ews Steps from tenn1s, golf. 3 heated pools, 2 white sand
beaches, shopp1ng and dmmg These affordable v1llas are
ava11able by the week or month For free photos, lloor plans
and rates contact owners Richard l Nancy Matas..r1n:
P.O. Box 11633. Lahama, Hawau 96761 (808) 669-6529

Cottages of Point Reyes
M association of innkeepers. each with a
Private Guest Cottage in a Unique Setting:
Woodland. Pastoral and Garden.
Call for Reservation Info. (415) 927-9445

Directory

fii4r ~nichrrbochrr ~ansion
Peaceful retreat lor work or play at Big Bear
Lake. Historical Bed & Breakfast specializing
in mid-week business retreats & sales meetings
10- 20 people. Forest setting with small
conference areas . Amenities include full
breakfast, jacuzz1, use of Athletic Club, catering
by special arrangements. Phone (714) 866-8221.

THE
GREY WHALE INN
Fort Bragg's Most Di!itinctive Inn
Spacious Rooms • Private Baths
Free Brochure • (707) 964-0640

Califorma Reservations • 1-BD0-382-7244
615 N. Mam Street, Fort Bragg, CA 95437
Wllale Watchmg & Skunk Tram Tnps Arranged
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Sexual Harrassment
in the Workplace-

Jaska Contractors Combine
Longevity with Innovation

What Employers Can
Do To Avoid Liability

by Andrew Moore

by Russell Thomas
The issue of workplace sexual harassment
has received considerable attention in recent years.

In some cases, successful plaintiffs who have
brought suits charging sexual harrassment have
received extremely large damage awards. For this
reason , many company executives f md the subject
of sexual harassm ent either unpleasant, if no t
frightening. However, the issue of sexual harrassment in the workplace is but one of many comple x
issues faced today. The subject can be effectively
managed through the application of basic common sense and sensitivity.
WHAT IS SEXUAL HARASSMENT?
What is commonly referred to as sexual harrassment actually falls into two distinct types of
behavior which are quite different in nature, al-

ing concerning the subject. An additional step
which employers should take relates to the matter
of sensitivity. Male managers and supervisors
must now recognize that, because of equal employment opportwlity laws, women have begun
to be assigned to jobs that have historically been

performed by men. For this reason, men and
women come into contact more frequently in the
workplace. This type of interaction means that
conduct or behavior that was acceptable in an allmale work environment is no longer acceptable
when men and women must interact on a daily
basis.

A further step which employers should take

though both are generally referred to as sexual

with regard to sexual harrassment is to issue a

harrassment. The ftrs t type of conduc t is generally
referred to as the " quid pro quo" type of sexual
harrassment. In this type of sexual harras sment, a

clear policy statement forbiding sexual harrassment, both the quid pro quo and hostile environ-

supervisor (usually a male), in exchange for sexual
favor, accords more favorable treatment to a subordinate (usually a woman.)

Conversely, this

ment variety. In this policy statement, the employer should announce an internal complaint
procedure that can be used by employees who

"quid pro quo" type of sexual harrassment may

feel that they have been sexual harrassed. If a
company receives a complaint of sexual harrass-

also occur if a supervisor m akes sexual advances
to a subordinate, those adv ances are rejected, and

ment, it should be investigated seriously so that
the employer will be in a position to know whether

the supervisor then imposes harsher terms and

some type of corrective ac tion needs to be taken
against a supervisor, or whether a poor perform-

conditions of employment, or discipline, including discharge, upon the unwilling subordinate.
Most managers and supervisors know that
this type of conduct is distinctly illegal, both under
state and federal la w. The critical feature of this
type of sexual harrassment is that the sexual favors
which are either given or withheld are made terms
and conditions of the employment of the subordinate. In other words, the subordinate's job, or
some aspect of the job, is made to depend on her
willingness to grant sexual favors, or in some other
way is negatively affected by her withholding
sexual favor.
HOSTILEENVffiONMENTSEXUAL
HARASSMENT
A second type of sexual harrassment has
proven far more difficult to deal with and to
understand, but is just as illegal as the fust type.
This is what has come to be known as hostile
environment sexual harrassment. In this type of
case, a woman who claims sexual harrassment
will have her claim sustained if she can show that
the work environment was rendered offensive or
hostile because of such conduct as the telling of
sexually-orientedjokes,sexually-orientedremarks,

and the like. Her claim will be that, because of
such conduct, a hostile work environment has
been created such that it was either impossible for
her to perform her job and she was forced to leave
the company, or that her job performance in some
way was negatively affected by the offending
conduct. This type of sexual harrassment may
prove to be a problem in those work environments
where women are for the fust time assigned to jobs
that historically been ~formed only by men, or
where women are assigned to departments that are
predominantly populated by male employees.
HOW TO AVOID LIABILITY
The fust step that any employer can take in
. l'1ab'l'
r r sexual harrassment
order to avOid
1 1ty 10

. 1S
. to UtSur
.
e that all members of managec1auns
.
'th respect to theu
ment are properly informed W 1
.
legal obligatiortS and have received proper tram-
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ing female employee has simply grasped at a
discipline or discharge. The availability of an

There's very little that Rancho Cucamonga-based Martin J. Jaska, Inc. cannot build. For
the past 53 years, the company has increasingly become known as one of the Inland Empire's
finest builders. From retail centers to office complexes and from hotels to heavy industrial
buildings, Martin. J. Jaska, Inc. has a reputation for excellence.
The firm was founded in Pomona m 1937 by Martin J. Jaska, father of today' s president
Roger M . Jaska. It was led by Martin and his wife, Henrietta, and three other employees,
growing into the major contractor it is today.
Its beginnings were concentrated in residential construction, though Jaska, Inc. did occasionally do some industrial projects in its early years. Between 1937 and 1955 Jaska, Inc. built
some 700 tract homes in the Pomona area, and then after 1955 the firm started to branch out
into commercial and industrial building and dropped its residential building activities.
"We pick~Jaska because of theirrepu'tation.' He l~ked at our plans, and he offered ways
for us to save money, increase efficiency and add value to our structure. If I needed another
office building I'd have Jaska do it," Norris said.
One of the most recent office structures Jaska built was his company' sown new headquarters last year in Rancho Cucamonga. The firm moved out of its offices in Montclair where it
had been located since the late 1970's.
''The move was a result of a 100 percent jump in business in 1988," Jaska said, adding that
it' s appropriate that they have located in Rancho Cucamonga Business Park, a Barton Development project in which Jaska has been a primary developer.
About 50 employees work out of the new 16,000 square-foot facility-double the size of
its previous space in Montclair.
''The growth in the Inland Empire has been so phenomenal that we had to add space and
employees to keep up," said Jaska, who has been president since 1969.
Jaska started working for his father's company after he graduated from the University of
La Verne with a bachelors degree in business administration.
His community involvement includes being vice chairman of the board for Upland Bank
and a member of the Building Industry Association Baldy View Chapter, having served on its
board of directors since 1968. He was elected president irt 1972. He also was 1989 chairman
of the Inland Empire Economic Council, a non-profit privately funded economic development
organziation whose main goal is to bring more jobs to the Inland Empire and to improve the
quality of life in the region.
Jaska has received numerous awards for his achievements. He is a four-time wirtner of
the Builder of the Year Award for the BIA Baldy View Chapter, and, in 1985, was selected the
BIA's Builder of the Year for the entire Southern California region-an a ward that is given to
the member builder who has brought the most credit to the industry through current and past
service to the association and the community.

How To Select an
Executive Recruiting Firm

internal complaint procedure may go a long way
in allowing the company to attempt to resolve
these problems before costly and expensive liti-

To ensure that your company receives the highest quality of service available from an executive
recruiting fum, there are a number of checklist items you should know about The market is filled with
employment agencies and recruiting firms which do not. whether intentionally or not, do not serve the
best interest of their clients.
gation commences.
First and foremost, you and your company should be the recruiting company's client, not the person
in search of a position. A good executive search firm, like BridgeGate, cultivates an ongoing relationship
with client companies over the years. Within the recruiting business we call such fums "client-driven"
The question of sexual harrassment is too
or
directed search fums.
important a matter in today's workplace to be igSecond, a good recruiting firm is "pro active." Once a client ~ompanY: has requested th~t a position
nored. A common-sense, businesslike approach
be ft.lled, the recruiting needs to have a track record of aggress1vely gomg out and fmdmg the best
possible candidates to present to ~e clien~ <:Ompany.
. . .
. .
not only leads to employers' being able to avoid
Third, the best of the execut1ve recru1tmg fums have mdiv1duals on board who have spectalized
liability in these situations, but, in the long run,
for years in certain areas. For example, at B~idgeGate we have ~ighteen recruiters, each of which
contributes to a more productive and satisfied
specializes in a particular area, from accountmg management. t? mventory. control to research and
development. . guality recruiting fmns can cover all types of pos1t1ons from m1ddle management to top
work force.
execut1ve postbons.
.
.
.
.
.
..
R usse/1 Thomas is an altorney with the law
Fourth, you need an exclusive, ongomg relauonship w1th a good execuuve recru1tmg fum. Over
the years, such a fum can, as a byproduct of its primary service, also ~me.~ excellent c<?nsul~t to
firm ofBest, Best & Krieger.
your company on organizational and other matters. We all know ho.w v1tal1t 1S that fi:on: tune .to tune
someone familiar with your industry take a look at what you are domg. We all fall VIctun at tunes to
not being able to see the forest for the trees.
.
,
..
There are other indications of whether you will be gettmg your money s worth from a recru1ung
fum . For example, does the fum have long-term relationshi.p s with other client com~es? Do ~y
conduct face-to-face interviews with prospects before presentmg them to you? Do the~ g1ve good adv1ce
to client companies on matters such as incentive packages and benefits programs which can be used to
attract the best candidates?
Above all, you need to image your executive recruiting firm in two critical ways" as 3? ol!-going
The Southern California Council of the Ameri- consultant to your business and as "your eyes and ears" in the personnel marketplace. Look at 1t this way.
can Chapter of the Paris-headquartered lntema~ In the fust instance you would not hire a new accoun~t or atto~ey every ume a !lew pr.oblem arose
in those areas. You need to think of your executiverecruitmg frrm m the same way. F.mally. m the second
tional Real Estate Federation recently announced
instance, you are in whatever business you are in. You do that well and profit by 1t. Let a real expert
its new officers.
handle your executive recruiting.
Thomas Owens, Presidentoflntercon Development Services Corporation of San Bernardino, Ron Henry is General ManagerofThe BrUJ_geGaJeGroup' s lrvineoff~ee. The twenty year old firm has
California and Boca Raton, Florida. was installed offiCes in San Francisco, San Jose and lrvtne.

International Real Estate
Group Announces Local
Offices

as 1990 Southern California Cotmcil PresidenL
Mr Owens' firm is active in international broker·
age and development as well as commerc~al and
residential involvement irt the Inland Emprre.
The President-elect for 1991 isMonika Weber,
a broker with RE/MAX Beach Cities Realty in
Hermosa Beach who concentrates on the sales of
multiple family projects to the Asian marketplace,
as well as beach-oriented properties. Normand
Benoit is the new second Vice President. ~e
specializes in high end residential and commerc1al
properties in the San Diego area.
.
.
Chopsy Samuelson from Palm Spnngs, Cal1fomia was elected Treasurer for ~e 1990 term.
She has her own offices in Palm Sprmg~ an~ Palm
Desert and specializes in resort housmg m the
desert market.
. .
Ms. B. J. Blachcr of Covina. who spec1alizes
in upscale residential properties, was elected Secretary for the 1990 term.

A Rare Personal Appearance
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Environmental and
Asbestos Reports

A Wine and Food Survey hy William
This column is written for the business person who finds travel a necessity, as
well as for those who believe that eating a
fme meal with a very pleasent wine is a
reward of travel and even of life.
Restaurant Row readers have asked
where can I find a "great," not good, but
"great" dining experience in the Anaheim
Convention Center area. The WHITE
HOUSE is the answer. Bruno Serato, an
Italian immigrant, has turned a colonial-style
craftsman home, built in 1909 by Dosithe
Gervais, into truly an elegant northern Italian (with a touch of French) restaurant.
Changes in the restoration were kept
to a minimum and copied from original existing pieces whenever possible. The interior of
the home has been restored in an elegant,
understated manner with most rooms retaining their original size and shape. The stairway rail in the entryway was stripped, stained
and varnished to reveal its craftmanstyle
beauty. The fireplace in the living room with
its egg-and-dart trim below the marble, the
plate rail an the library, and most of the
windows, are all original. Every effort has
been made to retain the look of the home in
1909.
Chef Phil Clark, formerly of the
Ritz Carlton, has created a menu fitting for
either White House Anaheim or Washington. The selection is extensive... the service
perfect. .. and the experience will leave you

feeling as if you were a "Head of State"
having been the guest at the White House,
which perfectly matches Bruno Serato's philosophy.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
UNDERGROUND TANKS REMOVAL

Bruno's patrons are considered as guests in
his own house.
The WHITE HOUSE RESTAURANT is located at 887 S. Anaheim Boulevard in Anaheim (3-4 minutes from the
Convention Center). Reservations a must
(714) 772-1381

CONTAMINATION CLEANUPS
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
CALL JOSEPH HANNANEY, P.E.

The following restaurants, recently
visited, are reviewed and rated on a scale of
10 (10 being the highest possible rating):
CALLA ... off the lobby of the Ontario Hilton, offers a European menu and a
wine list offering over 100 selections. Reservations (714) 980-0400 (rated 7.5).
GERARD A ... winner of the Southem California Restaurant Writers Gold
Award ... truly French ... 9814 Magnolia
A venue, Riverside. Reservations a must (714)
687-4882 (rated 8.0)
CHEZ BERNARD ... mouth watering French cuisine with a country French atmosphere. Extensive wine list. .. open lunch
and dinner ... 68-625 Perez Road, Cathedral
City (619) 328-1639 (rated 7.0).
MARIO'S PLACE, 6085 Magnolia
A venue, Riverside... continental cuisine
... piano music ... reservations necessary (714)
684-7755-dependableand consistant (rated
7.0).

H.E.M.C. Environmental Management

(714) 364-3005
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •
Registered Professional Civil Engineers • CA # 43384
Registered Environmental Assessors • CA # 00623
Class "A" General Engineering Contractors • CA #557767
Asbestos Certified General Contractors • CA #557767
Hazardous Substances Removal Contractors· CA #A31 02

Mission Viejo, California

.we need you.
American Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

LONELY? ANXIOUS? AFRAID? ... YOU'RE NOT ALONE!
We're here to help you . . .
.
by providing Comprehensive Mental Health Serv1ces
and Managed Care Programs to the Southern
California communities.
For more information about Behavioral
Health Resources and our Comprehensive
Services, contact our Corporate Offices at
(7t4) 2715·8800

• Inpatient & Outpatient Psychiatric
& Psychological Programs
• Inpatient & Outpatient Chemical Dependency
Programs
• Comprehensive Weight Management Programs

BEHAVI~RAL HEALTH

Reswurces

(Affiliated with Riverside Community Hospital)

e

(714) 275-8600

For Health Care Providers We Offer
Managed or Capitated Mental Health Programs:
case Management
Utilization Review

Quality Assurance
Prior Authorization System

Claims Payment
Cost Effective Analysis

Shortened Length of Stay
Provider Profiles
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BIA Holds Forum
on Homeless

homeless, many offer services that offer the
homeless a chance to have a home again. Many

Rancho Cucamonga, California, February

of these organizations are charities which receive funding from grants and donations. Gov-

1990-lbe Building Industry Association Baldy
View Region Community Relations Committee
recently held a forum on homelessness to assess
the needs of the homeless in San Bernardino
County.
Homelessness is a problem that is plaguing
the United States. The lack of inexpensive and
adequate housing is a primary contributor to
homelessness. The Building Industry Association (BIA) hopes to utilize its role as a mediator
to promote cooperation between private organizations, members of the building industry and
government agencies.
The forum was well attended by representatives from the Salvation Army, Lutheran Social
Services, Catholic Charities, Homeless Outreach
and Referral, San Bernardino County Community Services Department, Family Services Association, Inland Temporary Home and the
Building Industry Coalition for the Homeless.
The private organizations are more than
just shellers, in addition to providing food for the

Universal Health ...
conJ inued from page 17
How about the health insurance industry?
Would it be abolished under the Health Access
plan? Interestingly, the pr"ivate health insurance
industry is already shrinking. Between 1975 and
1985 self-insurance by employers grew from 5% to
42% of covered employees. In addition, more and
more insurers are backing out of health insurance
markets, especially those involving small groups
and individuals. For insurers, AIDS has become a
"ticking time bomb." Large insurance companies
are moving away from their role as traditional
health insurers and are becoming HMOs. Under the
Health Access plan, HMOs are encouraged, thereby
allowing an important role for insurance comparues.
Does the single-payer model endanger the
quality of care by setting budgets that ration needed
care? Naturally, rationing is possible if budgets are
overly tight. But the health system contains a vast_
amount of waste, which could be pruned away
before restricting any essential services. A single
payer utilizing global budgeting techniques could
save about $60 billion per year in adminstrative
waster nationwide. Unnecessary surgeries, hospitalizations, laboratory tests, diagnostic procedures
and drug prescriptions are estimated to account for
20-30% of the nation's health expenditures-well
over $100 billion dollars. The single-payer model
would have a better chance to reduce health care
waste thanourcurrentmulti-centricsystem in which
no single institution is really in charge.
Public opinion polls demonstrate substantial
support for the single-payer health fmancing model
based on the experience of Canada. A 1989 Harris
poll revealed that 61% of Americans favor a system
like that in Canada. The public wants health insurance for every American. But we must extend
insurance without creating a further round of health
care inflation. If health costs continue to rise at
current rates, by year 2000 the United States will be
spending 20% of our GNP on health care.
In some ways, the health system is like an old
car. When it stops working, we flx one part, perhaps
the brakes, maybe the transmission, but then V:e
keep driving it and it breaks down again and agam.
Politicians and health providers are currently saying: Iet'sput37millionnewpassengersintothisold
car and then everything will be OK. It won't be 0 ~·
The car cannot carry all those new passengers; Jt

ernmental agencies also fund shelters and other
services, the San Bernardino County Community Service Department provides rental and
mortgage assistance.
The need for more shelters and low-income
housing is evident. Many of the organizations
complained about the lack of beds. The Genesis
project in Riverside is a 40-bed shelter where
last year 565 people were housed but over 2500
were turned away. There is also a need for
shelters for homeless single women and homeless families.
These problems cannot be ignored and must
be alleviated. The BIA plans to continue working with the shelters on the prevention and
treatment of homelessness.
The Building Industry Association Baldy
View Region represents all of San Bernardino
County and a portion of Los Angeles County.
The membership is comprised of carpenters,
masons, planners, architects and all other fields
in the building industry.

Friesen Joins
Retail Properties Division
of Grubb & Ellis'
Riverside Office
Grubb & Ellis' Commercial Real Estate Services' Riverside office has named Jon Friesen to the
position of retail properties specialist. Phil Braecolo, vice president and sales manager, announced
the appointment recently.
Friesen will be marketing retail properties in
Riverside, San Bernardino and Moreno Valley.
Prior to joining the real estate firm, Friesen
owned and ran a Suzuki motorcycle dealership in
Riverside for 10 years.
Friesen is a resident of Riverside.

Travel By George
Anterican Express
Appoints Nicholl
to Kev Post
Jim Nicholl of Riverside has been appointed as
Corporate and Group Sales Manager with TRAVEL
BY GEORGE AMERICAN EXPRESS. Nicholl
has over twenty years of experience in the Travel
Industry and will offer specialized service in the
American Express Corporate Travel Programs as
well as group and individual leisure cruise ship
incentive bookings. For more information and
travel inquiries please call683-6271.

SperrJ Van :\ess
Relocates ()ntario ()ffice
to Larger Quarters
Ontario-Sperry Van Ness, Newport Beachbased investment real estate brokerage firm, announced that it has relocated its regional office in
Ontario to larger quarters.
The old office, which opened at 3350 Shelby
Street last July, moved recently to larger offices in
the same building. The new suite number is 350 and
the new telephone number is (714) 941-4nO.
The Ontario office serves the San Gabriel
Valley and Inland Empire areas. Regional managing partner is Kenneth E. Pratt
Sperry Van Ness specializes in the sale of
major shopping centers, office and industrial parks,
apartment complexes and land.

Grubb & Ellis
Promotes Brenner
Grubb & Ellis recently promoted Bob Brenner
to the position of industrial properties speci~t at
their Ontario Commercial Real Estate Servtces
office. Dave Knapper, vice JX'esident and sales
manager, made the announcement.
Brenner brings a decade of sales experience to
this new job at Grubb & Ellis. Prior to joining the
real estate fJJlll, Brenner worked as a stockbroker
for five years with Merrill Lynch and spent five
years as a salesman with mM.
Brenner, a resident of Costa Mesa. is a graduate of San Jose State University with a bachelor's
degree in economics.

OW LEASI
Phase I
60,000-sq.-ft. Deluxe Office
Ready for Occupancy
December 1989

-

a favor and try it out

-~
rf.-...·•••'*·

8&

Your Move •••
Make it to Chino Corporate Center.
C HIN O CO RPO RATE C ENTER. the ftrst ma1or development
of J!s k1nd tn th e C htno area. ts a master-p lanned. mtxed-use
developm ent encompasstng more than 50 acres near Ch tno
Hills Parkwa y and Hwy 71
The proposed mas ter plan for the C HIN O CO RPORATE
CEN TE R curren tly 1ncludes up to 1 5 m1llton square feet of
bu tld tng s 1nctud1ng o fftces . a shopptng c enter. restaurants . a
daycare ce nter. a hos pttal and med1cal bu lidtngs. an automo:
t1ve center retail sto res. and a hotel/convention center

The ftrs t p hase of th e project 1S a four-story steel- frame 60.000sq uare-foot offt ce bu tl d tng (see photo) It w ill be fmtshed tn
whtte plaster and conc rete Reflec ttve spandrel panels and
bl ue-green co lored glass wmdows wt ll complete the extert or o f
the bu tl dtng
The est1mated completton date for the offtce butldtng tS
December 1989 The premter tenant of the ftrst otftce butld tng
1n the C HINO CORPORATE CENTER wt ll be Pactftc States
Casualty- a major employer tn the Chtno area Luxury space o n
the ftrst and second floors 1s avatlable

OTHER FINE DEVELOPMENTS IN CHINO
BY RELCO INDUSTRIES:
Sc haefer lndustnal Pa rk
Corner Schaefer/Magnol ta
Comtng - Wtnter 1989

Los Serranos Bus1ness Park
Corner Central Avenue/ H tghway 71
Comtng - Summer 1990

RELCD
INDUSTRIES

will break down completely. It's time to realize that
we need a new car. Tile Health Access model health
.
Let •s doourstateandournation
planJSournewcar.

•"' ~·· - • _.... .:. I:__,:.__:

-

Call Carey Leyy (71 4) 591 ·341 2
13751 Roswell Ave., SuiteD • Chino, California 91710
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A Rare Personal Appearance

Life Values
This is a sample of 15 key values people typically want to experience for
themselves Some ~ople will experience more of these values than others, but one cannot
realiZe all s1nce some contradict each other Assume your situation is such that you have to
g1ve up 10 of these values. Which would they be? Drop them by putting an
1n the lett
column

·x·

ZIG ZIGLAR
and
Brian Tracy

Now rank the order of your top 5 value preferences, from highest (12) to lowest (5).
_ _ _ Achievement To accomplish what is important to mein life. to be Involved in
significC!nt activities, succeed at what I'm doing.
Ae~t~etics To be able to appreciate and enjoy beauty tor beauty's sake, to be
artiStically creative.
Authority/Power To be a key deciSion maker directing priorities, the activities of
other people and/or allocation and use of general resources.
Adventure To experience variety and excitement and to be able to repond to
challeng1ng opportunities.
Autonomy To be independent, have freedom. be able to live where I want to
live and do what I want to do.
Health To be physically, mentally and emotionally well, to tee: energetic and
maintain a sense of well being.
Integrity To be honest and straightforward, just and fair.
Intimacy/love To have close personal relationships, experience affection. share
life with family and friends.
Pleasure To experience personal enjoyment and satisfaction from what I do in
life
Recognition To be seen as successful. recieve acknowledgement for achieve
ments.
Security To feel stable and comfortable and capable of dealing with anxiaties
in my life.
Service To contribute to the quality of life for other people and to be involved in
Improving soc1ety or the world
Spmtual Growth To have communication and harmony with the infinite source
of life.
Wealth To acquire an abundance of many and/or material possessions; to
become financially independent.
Wisdom To have insight, be able to pursue new knowledge, have clear
judgment and be able touse common sense in life situations.

March 29 - {714) 474-4432
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THE FIRST NAME IN
OFFICE FURNITURE RENTAL

ROBERTS
RENTS FURNITURE
• Roberts has the look!
• Roberts has the price~
• Roberts has the
delivery
fast~
• Option to buy!

Personal Goals Worksheet
No Importance

Maintain present standard of living
Improve present standard of living
Achieve financial independence by
age__
Provide college education for children
Distribute wealth to heirs
Support parents or parents-in-laws
Support surviving spouse
Change/modify career activities
Start/develope a business
Save money regularly
Protect against financial loss
Change of residence
New car
Vacation home or recreational item
Education of self
Wedding of child
Other:

Very Important

Some Importance

1
1

2
2

3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Best, Be~t () Kriegt>r
Inland Southern California's largt:>st
law firm. has more than 90 lawyers in
four offices.
The firm provides highest quality
legal services in the areas of
• Business Law
• Li ligation
• Governmental. Resources and
Environmental Law
Bt:>st. Best and Krieger lawyers offt:>r
specialized assistance in matters concerning
• Rt:>al Estate
• Health Care
• Labor Relations and Employment
• Employee Benefits
• Estate Planning, Probate and
Trust Administration
• Hazardous Waste Management
• Land Use Planning
• Environment and Water
• Government
• Financings
• Mergers & Acquisitions
• Tax

Call us, we'll
come to you

'}

2
2

(714) 757-1910

Nit•ersttll' Qlfin•·
3750 l

Ill\! r-;1 1Y

A\'t'I'Ut

1'0. !lox lO:lH
H!\'t·r<;Hlt . C alilonll.t '12!">02
17111 hHh l ~'lO

['(1/fll Spnngs Qf(ict•·
bOO L.tsl I .thqu I/. \I< ( <1 I Ill \\ ,1\

PO Box 2710
l'.tllll ~Jl!llli.(S ( .tii!Drlll.l 'l:l:lh l
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Try the new, tasteful sound of KOLA radio.
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young. Neil Diamond. George Michael.
Barry Manilow. Paul McCartney. Barbra Streisand.

C>~ A~
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~
9

9

'
9

I
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Mead On Wine

ing has been handsome from the beginning.
It's the kind of thing a 25,000 case (soon to be
50,000) producer must do to compete with
established giants making hundreds of thouby Jerry D. Mead
CLASS & IMAGINATION-Only in sands of cases.
This "David" in a field of"Goliaths" has
America. Where else could a fonner deep-sea
managed
to be named the official champagne
diver take a few courses in winemaking, team
up with a few investors, and turn his ftrst of the new American European Express Railrelease into the winningest wine of its type at road, which runs between Chicago and Washthe nation's wine competitions for the next ington, DC. And perhaps the sparkling wine
two years? This is your life, John Culbertson. coup of the decade is being named official
That fust vintage (1981) was produced at champagne for the 24th Super Bowl. The
a makeshift winery on a ranch in Fallbrook Super Bowl XXIV logo is etched in the glass
(near San Diego), and the first two releases of each special bottle.
And just in time for the occasion, Culwere a few hundred cases each of "Brut" and
bertson
has declared his "Cuvee Rouge" the
"Natural" champagne.
A lot of things have changed since that official wine of Valentine's Day, symbolized
ftrst vintage. Culbertson now has a full-time, both by the wine's bright red color and the
professional winemaker, with John oversee- heart (probably with an arrow through it) etched
ing and with the additional input of one of the into the glass. John says he's " ... seeking the
best sparkling wine consultants in the busi- endorsement of St Valentine himself."
Culbertson 1986 ''Natural" ($18.50)
ness.
When
champagne is disgorged (dead yeast
There are now a total of six wines in the
cells removed) it is traditional to add a dosage
line (all sparkling). The winery at Fallbrook
of
more wine and a little sugar because of the
has expanded and a new showcase winery and
wine's high natural acidity. Most "Brut"
restaurant has been completed at Temecula
champagnes, as an example, have a sweetness
(about halfway between Los Angeles and San
level between 0.5 and 1.5 percent Wines
Diego). Callaway and several smaller winerlabeled "Natural" very often have at least a few
ies are only minutes away, making the Temetenths of a percent of sugar, because it is so
cula Valley a major tourist destination for
difficult to make a truly dry champagne withSouthern Californians and their visitors.
out binemess. The small amount of sugar acts
To request the infonnative brochure on
to mask the bitterness, just as does adding
the wines or winery visits, or to inquire about
sugar to coffee or tea. Culbertson's wine is
retail availability in your area: Culbertson
that rare breed, a totally, bone-dry "Natural,"
Winery, 32575 Rancho California Rd., Temeyet it avoids even a hint of binemess. Be
cula, CA 92390; (714) 699-0099.
cautioned, it is dry to the point of austerity and
Aside from the fondness for several of
shows its best in the company of food. It's
Culbertson •s wines, 1admire the winery's flair
great with oysters. A "Blanc De Blancs"
for marketing and merchandising. It may not
CONTINUED ON PAGE 27
make the wine taste any better, but the packag-

The Benefit
of Experience
COMPENSATION
INSURANCE

F=UNO
/.914

1.98.9

State Fund has been serving the workers' compensation
insurance needs of California business owners for 75 years.
Our San Bernardino Office provides local loss control, claims
and account management, medical cost containment,
rehabilitation and legal services to San Bernardino and lnyo
county employers.
Put the State Fund experience to work for you,
call 714-384-4583.

375 West Hospitality Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92408

"HEALTH CARE IS NOT A COMMODITY"
You don't buy it by the bushel, yard, or pound.
Most employers look for three things from a Health ~aintenance
O rganization: stability, equitable cost, and good servtce.
Sounds like they're talking about us.
Inter Valley has a record of stability and is gr~wing l~rger an~
stronger by offering its benefits at an appropnate pncef We ave
been around for a long time, over a decade, and many o our
original groups are still with us.
The a reciate the coverage and quality of ca~e we provide through
of local doctors and
hospttals. Employers and
a
their employees commend us for fine servtce and prompt
personal attention.

ne~w~!

communit~

We're non~profit, community based, and operate at a very l~w
administrative cost. Let us show you how Inter Valley can gtve you
an excellent return on your health care investment .

..
-___=c ..
----__..

Inter Valley Health Plan
300 South Park Avenue • Suite 300 • ~om~~a,
6800 Indiana A venue • Suite 100 • R•vers• e,

~~ ~~~~~

Employers C a ll ·. (800) 843~3520 • Riverside Area Call: (714) 788~6766
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How to Select a P.R. Firm
by Pete Jacobs
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Coachella Valley
Thrives ...

continued from page 1
I am a former reporter for The Associated Press, and sharp public relations professionals
at an accelerating pace throughout the Coachella
often made my job of reporting on the world much easier.
Valley.
Public Relations services include helping businesses get news to the media; developing Some Coachella Valley Tomorrow board
promotional ideas, campaigns and materials such as brochures, audio-visuals, and speeches; members pointed to the recent consolidation of
and crystalizing an image or a market positioning.
tourism and convention activities into one buHere are tips to determine if you really need PR, to help you shop for a representative and reau, along with increasing cooperation among
the chambers of commerce in the desert commuto determine if you are getting the best from your relationship.
nities, as reasons for the economic development
1. Are you spending too much of your time on public relations? Here's my personal council's failure.
productivity test for need. Pick a realistic hourly rate, say $50, you would pay a
marketing director. Multiply the hourly rate by the hours each month that you would
like to do or are doing PR tasks. This figure is a monthly budget with which to hire
aPR firm or agent if you can afford it. Most work on monthly retainers, plus expenses.
2.

Despite the demise of Coachella Valley Tomorrow, however, there are still a number
of Inland Empire Civic Leaders who still see a
need for such a group. For example, David
McElroy, Managing Director of Riverside
County's Economic Development Agency,
would still like to have a ftmctioning development group ongoing in the Coachella Valley.
Among the chief concerns expressed
by those who want a revived economic development group for the desert communities is the fear
that growth will not continue to be balanced blt
will develop only in the residential, building and
tourism convention industries.

A Rare Personal Appearance

ZIG ZIGLAR

Another way to consider need is to decide whether you or your staff can do the job.

and

Do you have a story to offer the media but lack know-how? This may be a positive

Brian Tracy

story about a new product, service, event Perhaps you need to get out your side of

March 29 - (714) 474-4432

a controversy. Do you need to create an image or reach a market? Image is

ANAHEIM HILTON HOTEL

someone' s understanding of what you are or do. Fuzzy knowledge, fuzzy image. No

0

knowledge, no image.
3.

Stick to your budget when shopping, get an explanation of billing procedures and
look for hidden costs such as printing, subcontractors, clipping services, or other
contingent expenses. Hidden costs can derail projects.

4.

Get assurance the agency will not sidestep your project for a bigger account when
busy. One way is to get dated deadlines in increments for long, complex projects.
You may ask for contract penalties, but then the agency may expect them also.

5.

Above all, be open, prompt, cooperative and encourage the same from the agency.

Mr. Jacobs is president of Publicity USA , headquartered in San Francisco.
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AD DEADLINE FOR NI:X r ISSUE
MARCH 23Ro

Coming Next Month!
EDITORIAL FOCUS

a Banking
a Small Business Guide
a Telecommunications/Office Technology
a Office Design
LISTS

a Inland Empire Hotels
a Personnel Agencies

a Largest Inland Empire Companies

.

,

" No one cove rs Inland Empire business like The Busmess Journal

CHOICE
CANDIDATES
FOR

Ninety-two percent of Inland Em pi~~ Busin~ss .Journ~l
rea d ers are l·n management pos1t1ons w1th1n the1r
company, and 67 percent are owners, good reasons to

I

adverti=s~e-·--------~~~~~~~~~~----
INLAND EMPIRE

business journa
FAX (714) 556-5152

7 C ta Mesa CA 92626 • (714) 556-4917
245FischerAve.,Ste. A , os
. 'cA91764 • (714)391 -1015
3535 Inland Empire Blvd. • Ontano,

CHOICE
COMPANIES
PERSONNEL
SERVICES

(714) 981-1111

299 W. Foothill Blvd., Suite 124
Upland, California 91786

Peace of Mind • Anonymity • Confidentiality
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The Largest Retail Office Furniture Dealers in the Inland Empire:
(Ranked by Number of Inland Empire Employees)
Employees
Sales in (000)
Inland Empire Inland Empire
Company-Wide Company-Wide

Company Name
and Address

Rank

Services

Product
Lines

Profile
Headquarters
Year Founded

Sales Manager
Name/Title
Phone No.

Top Local
Name/Title
Phone No.

1

Patton Sales Corporation
444 East Holt Boulevard
Ontario, CA 91762

103
103

WND

Custom Design
Showroom
Consultation

Lazy-Boy
Chair World

Ontario
1959

John Novak
Exec. V.P.
(714) 988-0661

Jacob Zeidman
CEO
(714) 988-0661

2

Ikon Business S rtems
1451 Pomona oad
Corona, CA 91720

40
40

N/A

Retail Office
Furniture

All Major
Manufacturers

Corona
1979

Ed Gilmore
Manar_er
(714) 37 -6231

Ed Gilmore
Owner
(714) 371-6231

3

J.R. Freeman, Inc.
743 West Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92405

15
15

WND

Chairs
File Cabinets
Typewriters

Don Headstrom
Sales Manayer
(714) 824-2 10

Jack Freeman
Owner
(714) 045-1557

4

Entouch Business Interiors
9269 Utica Avenue, Suite 180
Rancho Cucamong, CJ\ 91730

13

13

$3,000

Design
Sup~rt
Instal tion

Knoll
Trendway
1984

Rancho
Cucamonga

Bill Weese,
Manaf-er
(714)94 -1557

Bill Weese,
President
(714) 945-1557

5

Oak Limited
182 Village Court
San Dimas, CA 91773

11

$1,100

Installation
Delivery

BOS
Creative Ideas/

San Dimas
1984

Randuames
Sales
n~r
(714) 5925

Reece Clough
President
(714) 945-1557

6

Stockwell & Binney
3750 14th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

10
10

WND

San Bernardino
1926

Roxanne Russell
Sales Mana~er
(714) 683-6 10

Loren Walters
President
(714) 889-3611

7

Surplus Office Sales
2313 Baker Street
Ontario, CA 91761

9
9

$1,000

Ed Smith
Ma~er

(714) 94 -7700

Mike Ray
President
(714) 947-7770

McMahan Business Furniture
1938 South "E" Street
San Bernardino, CA 92408

7
22

Bob McMahan
Gen. Man~§~r
8
(714) 370

Bob McMahan
Owner/President
(714) 370-4448

9

Sav On Office Products
1609 South Grove
Ontario, CA 91761

10

Southwest Business Interiors
9481 Haven Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

11

ABE Corporation
500 North S~uoia
Ontario, CA 9 761

60

12

Hopper's Drafting Furniture & E<J.uip.
10574 Acacia Street. Suite 5
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

3

13

OFC Office Product Discount Center
197 East 2nd Street
Pomona, CA 91766

8

11

IBM, Adler
San Bernardino
SanDo, Norelco,
1966
lympus

CAWood

Produc~

Design
Installation
Set-up, Delivery

National. Tiffany,
Omni-Pacific, EOC

Sales
Delivery
Set-up

Continental
Summit Desk
Lazy-Boy, HON

Ontario
1982

$6,000

Sales
Design

Alba, Cole
Alex Suart
Futura, Lazy-Bo)

Santa Ana
1934

5
5

N/A

Design
Delivery
Installation

All Major
Manufacturers

Ontario
1972

5

$1,100
120

Full Service

N/A

250 Product
Lines

San Diego
1955

Steve Monte
Gen. Manager

Ron Shelton
President
(714) 944-1944

4

WND

New& Used
Sales & Service

All Major
Manufacturers

Whittier
1965

Larry Brecada
Sales Mana~er
(714) 988-5 21

Bob Ray
Owner
(818) 280-6544

$319

Sales
Lease
Rent

Anderson
HON

Rancho
Cucamonga
1946

WND
N/A

Sales
Delivery
Installation

Anderson
Bertolini
Indiana

Covina
N/A

'

3

3

Chair World

Lowell & Sandra McBride
Owners
(714) 947-6021
(714) 94 -6021
Mana~ers

Mark & Donnalee Monninger
General Ma~er
Owners
(714) 987-1 4 (800) 762-7717
Kath~

Cimachowicz

Sa es Manayer
(714) 629-4 40

Jerry Edgar
President
(818) 966-8585

Kane of Arthur Andersen Predicts
Little High Tech Investment in
Inland Empire

1-----

~------..

1 - - - - --

Andrew Kane, Director of Real Estate Services for Arthur Ande~en & Co., will be a featured speaker
at two upcoming conferences sponsored by the Real Estate Conference Group. The Los Angeles
conference will be held at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel on February 26, and the second will take place at the
Hyatt Regency Alicante in Garden Grove on March 1.
Kane is in his sixteenth year with Arthur Andersen. In a recent interview with the Inland Empire
Business Journal he talked about his duties at Arthur Andersen.
"I actually wear a lot of hats, " said Kane. "I became a partner in 1984 and have held my current
position for two years. I direct all real estate services for Arthur Andersen for the western half of the United
States ...
British-born. Kane received his degree in international economies, with a speciality in law and
taxation. from The London School of Economic. He was a "charted accountant.. in the United Kingdom,
and after moving to this country he became a Certified Public Accountant in 1978.
"Without tipping my hand too much about my upcoming remarks at the conferences, "said Kane, "I
would like to say that as I look through the next decade to the year 2000, there are certain themes worth

~~~~~~~~~~~========~~~========h~~on.~~thi~~~cl~~a~~~~.l~~~~an~am~~k~concerned
1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995
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Proudly Presents
This Exciting, POUJer{ul
& pertinent Event
Thursday, March 22nd
At The Clarion Hotel
.
. A mertca
. ...
"'
The Most Powerful Semtnar
tn

about both prices and overbuilding of commercial office space in the Los Angeles area. The truth is, it's
cheaper and in the long run probably more profitable to invest here right now because of a whole lot of
factors that I'll be discussing in detail at the conference. Suffice it to say that when you compare the
southern California market to elsewhere, we don't come off that badly.
"Still, .. continued Kane, "office buildings are probably not a good buy right now, although they will
eventually bounce back.
'1ben you have the overbuilding of hotels issue. These may bounce back frrsL Two things are certain.
We're faced with the issues of hotel obsolescence and the need for more efficient use of office space.

"Specifically as regards to the Inland Empire, I see housing, retail. commercial and light industrial
space the winners in the short term. High technology industries will probably wait to move to the Inland
Empire until there are more highly educated people, more R & D, more major medical centers and an
expanded community of first-class universities ...
Kane has a right to long distance predictions apart from his professional expertise. He nms marathons.
He and his wife of fifteen years, Maggie, have two children, Brad, age 12. and Katie, age 8.
"I spend most of my spare time with my family," says Kane.
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St. Bernardine Medical
Center Expanding
SL Bemardine Medical Center in San Bernardino already performs more open heart and
kidney transplants than any other Inland Empire
hospital. Now a $40 million expansion program
is nearing completion at SL Bemardine. The
construction consists of three components:

•

A six-story Medical office Building
lcoated at 401 East Highland Avenue.
The basement houses the Radiation
Oncology Center, whichopenedinFebruary 1988, and the frrst floor is occupied by the Diagnostic Imaging Center,
which opened in August 1988. The
remaining floors will be used as office
space for physicians; the entire building
has been leased.

•

•

A new six-story tower addition to the
existing Medical Center. Housed in
this new structure will be a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, 14 additional LDRP
suites, and a dedicated neuroscience
floor. When complete, the tower will
house an additional 122 beds plus 20
NICU beds. The frrst floor of the tower
will be dedicated entirely to a new
Dietary Department, including cafeteria, meeting rooms and kitchen. The
tower is scheduled to be complete by
November 1991.
The addition of a three-level parking
structure. The garage, which opened
last October, provides an additlonal702

parking spaces for the convenience of
our visitors, physicians and employees.

In addition, in 1989, SL Bemardine introduced two new services to the comm\Dlity, a
Behavioral Health Services, which provides a
variety of quality mental health programs designed to complete the continuum of care created
by our inpatient psychiatrict and adolescent programs. The addition of these services makes SL
Bemardine the fli"St acute-care hospital in the San
Bernardino area to provide a complete array of
outpatient and inpatient services for the treatment
of mental health and substance abuse problems.
Under the umbrella of Behavioral Health Services
is the frrst outpatient facility located off the hospital grounds, as well as the frrst chemical dependencyprogramatSt.Bemardine. Oneofthecutting
edge programs is the Partial Hospitalization Program, which provides intensive treatment during
the day for mental health patients, allowing them
to carry on home activities and, in many cases,
continue to work.
The other new program is a Perinatal Center,
a comprehensive diagnostic center providing stateof-the-art care for women whose pregnancies are
considered high risk. The center uses ultrasound
in many ways to monitor fetal development. However, the services are not limited to ultrasound, as
many procedures are provided to monitor a highrisk pregnancy. Central to The Perinatal Center is
the presence of Dr. Herb Brar, board certified perinatologisL
A study is now underway for a third medical
office building along with an exploration of better
ways to meet the health care needs of the elderly.

SUBSCRIBE

YES! I want to join today 's winners. Please send me the
next 12 issues of Inland Empire Business Journal at the low
introductory rate of $12.00.
The Business J o urnal th a t provides yo u with
sophis ticate d , auth oritative, concise information to help you ope rate y our compa n y more
effe ctively and profitably - you will be
updated and informed on new strategies to deal
with old problems.

--------------------Name

Title - - - - - - - - - - - -

Company ------------~-----------
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Best, Best & Krieger Selects
Carpenter as Managing Partner
The Inland Empire's largest law flilll,

Carpenter, a native of Washington, D.C.,

Bes~ Best & Krieger, recently announced that

will be responsible for all management activities of the fmn. As Bes~ Best & Krieger bas
grown over the last few years, they have ae-

Christopher L. Carpenter has been appointed
the finn's managing partner. Carpenter, 49, is
a graduate of Yale law School and specializes
in business and estate planning. He was chosen
from Bes~ Best & Krieger's total of 37 partners.
California Lawyer magazine recently
ranked Best, Best & Krieger 43rd on its list of
prestigious law firms. Best, Best & Krieger has
over a hundred attorneys on its staff and has
offices throughout the Inland Empire, from
Ontario to the Coachella Valley.

ated the post of managing partner in order to
ensure efficiency and accountability within such

a large organization.
Carpenter joined ~ Best & Krieger in
1969. Over the past two decades be bas become
a prominent civic leader in the Inland Empire.
Currently he is vice chairman of the Inland
Empire Economic Council and is on the Board
of Directors of Riverside Community Hospital.

K Mart Leases Additional
Warehouse/Distribution Facility
for Southern California
Operations
K Mart Corporation, headquartered in
Troy, Michigan, is expanding Southern California warehousing/distribution operations for
its discount stores with the signing of a twoyear, $1.2 million lease on a 195,093 squarefoot warehouse/distribution facility in Ontario. The owner is Gold Realty Company of
Beverly Hills.

Wanamaker Avenue,

city.
Announcement of the transaction wu
made recently by Collins Fuller Corporation,
Los Angeles County/Orange County/Inland
Empire commercial-industrial real estate brokerage, who represented K Mart through Jim
Panting of its Riverside office. Gold Realty
was represented by the Coldwell Banker office
in Industry, California.

YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN
THE CORPORATE CLUB
THE MOST EUTE BUSINESS CLUB EVER CREATED
BY ANY CORPORATE LOOOING ENTITY..•
... Members~p is free for all companies that use any of our 5 hotels for their corporate lodging
needs. The Corporate Club awards one free night for every 20 room nights used. It also entitles
members to receive a Corporate Club Newsletter every month. Each month the newsletter
contains a business article on various topics of interest to the mainstream business traveler. Our
December newsletter introduced a new product idea, which we name .. . the Call Condensor.
Of 60 Corporations that are leaders in the computer, telecommunications, and business
equipment area, that received our newsletter at the end of December, we have received six
le tters, as of January 15, 1990. Five out of the 6 companies sent their legal consent form for
our editor to approve their evaluation of the product idea. These companies are well-known to
all- IDM, AT&T, GE, GTE, Hewlett Packard, and RAYTHEON. It makes us really proud of
our newsletter. Most hotel newsletters (the few that send out one every three months), touts
lodging and travel services and products; we use ours to communicate and share business ideas
and concerns, for we are p.ot only hoteliers, but also businessmen, as our corporate guests, and
we take time to understand the world of business, so that we can be of greater service and
understanding to the needs of our business guests. In our January newsletter we wrote about
the need for public companies that sell stock and bonds to the public investor, to provide more
accountability and disclosure of their business plans and practices and fmancial conditions. We
are both glad and flattered that the February 5 issue of FORBES magazine has a feature article
addressing the same "disclosure" issue. It shows that our business articles are right there at the
forefront of the times of the business world.
With the above statements about our hotels, one would think that we charge a mint for our
rooms. We do noL Our Corporate rate is $46.00 and that includes free continental breakfast
and a free night every 200 room-nights. Join the nation's biggest companies and the U.S.
Government in their wise choice to use us as their business lodging supplier. To take advantage
of our $46.00 corporate rate offer, and become a Corporate Club member, .and receive our
newsletter monthly, just fill in the form below. We will value you as our special business
accounts, and continue to do so for 90 days, at which time, if there are no room use activities,
we would have to discontinue the membership. After all. we are businessmen too. The post
office will not deliver our newsletter without charging us.

Address - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -- - - - - -

The Corporate Club membership application:

City - - - - - - - - - - - - State _ __ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

Name:

Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - Date - - - - - - - - - - -

Located at 102 So.

K Mart is taking occupancy imnwliately to
supplement a larger existing plant in the same

Title: - - -- - - - - - - -

Company:
Admess: ------------------------------------------------------

0

Check enclosed (12 dollars)

INLAND EMPIRE

business journal
" No one covers Inland Empire business like The Business Journal "

3535 Inland Empire Blvd. • Ontario, CA 91764 • (714) 391-1015

City: _ _ _ _ _ _•_ _ _ _ _ State __ Zip _ _ _ Telephone: _ _ _ _ __
Mail to: Corporate Club
BEST WESTERN WEST COVINA CLUB
3275 E. Garvey Ave.
West Covina, CA 91791
Or call: (818) 915- 1611

SOUTH BAY HOTEL (213) 973..()998
15000 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90260
2 Biles. Nonh of 405 Freeway on Hawthorne
15 minutes from LAX

PASADENA ROYALE (818) 793-0950
3600 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91107
1 BUt. S. of Freeway 210 oo Rosemead Blvd. Exit

NORWALK INN (213) 929-8831
10902 Firestooe Blvd., Notwalk, CA 906SO
1 Blk. East ol60S Freeway on Firest<me

WEST COVINA 1NN (818) 915-1611
327 E. Garvey Ave., West Covina, CA 91791
1 Blk. East of Barranca exit oo Freeway 10

PASADENA INN (818) 796-9100
3570 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91HJ7
1 Blk. S. of Freeway 210 oo Rolcmcad Blvd. ED
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FOCUS:

TEMECULA
and Ynez Roads are being finalized. The first

Pristine Temecula Valley is Southern

The Temecula Valley has participated in the

phase, consisting of 455,000 square feet, is

California's new frontier. Prepared for the

same healthy economic growth patterns expe-

scheduled to begin construction this year.

future, this vibrant, master-planned commu-

rienced throughout Southern California and

Completion of the remaining phase of the

nity blends high-tech industry, premium wine

the Inland Empire.

project, which will include four to six major

vineyards, and private equestrian ranches with

Fargo study, the strongest development in

a rich and colorful past, evident in Old Town

Riverside County will occur in our fast-grow-

Temecula, an authentically restored western

ing southwest region. No longer an outlying

The success of the retail market in the Teme-

town, 1890 vintage.

area but instead a high-end core market, the

cula Valley has been proven by Rancho Cali-

Temecula Valley has a growing population

fornia Town Center. Phase I, consisting of

base of move-up and estate home buyers,

approximately 339,000 square feet, was com-

reasonably priced land, and access to major

pleted in early 1989, and was 100% leased by

Southern California metropolitan markets.

Fall of that year. Construction of Phase II, at

Demographics
Located in Southwest Riverside County, ap-

According to a Wells

proximately 85 miles southeast of Los Angeles and 60 miles north of San Diego, the

Industrial Market Activity

department stores, is scheduled for 1995.

the Temecula Valleywas$168,178 in August,
1989. With average home prices of $261 ,007
in Orange County, $189,501 in San Diego, and
$230,144 in Los Angeles, the quality of life in

the Temecula Valley can be enjoyed for less.
Appreciation rates are strong. The average
price of homes has increased approximately
22.6% from August, 1988 to August, 1989.
According to the Meyers Group, new home
prices generally increase approximately
$10,000 every quarter.

210,000 square feet, is under way, and is
expected to be completed by Summer, 1990.

Mead On Wine

Temecula Valley is situated in one of the
fastest growing regions in the Inland Empire.

As of June, 1989, the Temecula Valley had

Wine Country

(though a label doesn't indicate it), it's made 100
percent from while grapes grown in Temecl.lla.
ing industrial space, with a vacancyrateof9%. Temecula Valley is Southern California's
The cuvee is primarily Chardonnay and Pinot
Industrial space is expected to reach the five premium wine country. The key ingredients Blanc with a smidgen of Chenin Blanc. Crisp,
lemon-<:itrus aroma and flavor, with a clean,
million square foot level by March, 1990.
of soil, climate, and experienced vintners' very refreshing finish. (92/84)
Culbertson NV "Cuvee Roue;e" ($14)
skill combine here to produce award-winning
Made from 100 percent Pi not Noir, this is the
Average asking rents range from $.42 to $.55 wines. Cool Pacific breezes flowing through wine for Valentine's Day. If they're smart,
NNN. Land prices for finished industrial lots the Rainbow Gap create a climate similar to they'll leave the heart etched on the bottle all
year long and dub it the "Official Wine For
range from $6.00 to $8.00 per square foot: Southern France. These cooling breezes ere- Lovers." Gimmicks aside, this is 5.erious fWl
Finished buildings average from $62.50 to ate a longer growing season, critical for the wine and serious food wine, too. The aroma and
taste is all fresh cherry-berry fruit at about the
$66.00 per square foot.
production of premium varietal grapes.
intensity level of a full bodied rose. The taste
may remind you just a little of Beaujol~is. The
color is a bright cherry red and the firush 1s nearlY,
According to market studies published by Eleven operating wineries, with vines cover- dry. The little touch of sweetness (at the upper
Mountain West, a San Diego based research ing over 4,000 acres, grace the Valley's east- end of the Brut range) makes it perfect for
drinking glass after glass all by itself, and for
fmn,absorption activity for the first six months em region. Most offer continuous tasting, in accompanying spicy food. Match it with everyof 1989 had already surpassed absorption for addition to tours and restaurants. The vine- thing from spicy Oriental cuisines, to barbecue,
seafood cocktails (in that catsup and horseradish
the entire 1988 year.
yards include: French Valley Vineyards, John sauce), even blackened redfish or salmon. Fine
Piconi Winery, Mount Palomar Winery, Brit- carbonation.(90/84)
Culbertson NV ''Blanc De Nolrs" ($14)
ton Cellars, Maurice Carrie Winery, Filsinger Another Pinot Noir based bubbly, this one has a
Vineyards and Winery, Baily Vineyard & pale salmon color, plenty of fruit, but in a more
complex style. Some yeast quality. Finished in
The Rancho California commercial market is
Winery, Cilurzo Vineyard and Winery, John the Brut range, dry but not austere. It's balanced
beginning to mature. The demand for office
Culbertson Winery, Hart Winery, and Cal- perfectly for use as an aperitif and has enough
body to accompany food. (8]/83)
space, along with the supply of high-quality
Culbertson NV Brut ($14) The most
loway Vineyard and Winery.
buildings, is increasing. During the last two
popular wine in the line and also the wine put up
in the Super Bowl bottle. A blend of Chardonyears, according to a recent study by Mountain
nay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Blanc, with yeasty
West, the office market has more than doubled
complexity, good fruit and pin-point carbonation. Balanced for aperitif drinking or to accomas developers gear up to satisfy the anticipated
pany the likes of crab~ chicke~ or.white-fleshed
demand. There is approximately 750,000 The thoroughbred industry in California in- fish. A hint of vegettve quahty m both aroma
square feet of office space in the area, com- volves 21 ,000 thoroughbreds valued at $460 and flavor keeps me from scoring it even higher.
(85/83)
pared to 3000,000 square feet in 1987.
Culbertson NV "Cuvee De Frontlgnan"
mitiion, occupying 24,000 acres of land.
($14) One of the most serious dessert chamRacing is the third leading industry in the state. pagnes produced in the U.S. or .anywhere el~
and a favorite of the Reagan Whtte House. It s
not all that sweet, with the perception in the
Temecula Valley is one of the top equine areas "extra dry" range ( 1.6 to 3.0 percent sugar).
Expanding population, a burgeoning econin Southern California. Some of the country's Frontignan is a relatively mild-flavored mem~r
of the Muscat family and Culbertson handles 1t
omy, and strong home sales fuel the thriving
most prestigious horse ranches, such as El elegantly. You don't usually talk a.bout desse!1
Temecula Valley retail market. Many major
Rancho de Jaklin, the Dwyer Ranch, Ken champagnes in terms of complextty, but this
wine deserves the description. (87/84)
national and regional retailers have established
Schiffer's "Hat Ranch," the Hale Ranch, and
Culbertson 1986 Brut Rose ($18.50) Pale
operations here due to the recent surge in
salmon
color, yeast complexity and complex
Sidney Field's new Westfield Farms, can be
population. With national retailers such as
Pinot Noir fruit throughout. It smells great and
found nestled in the rolling hills of Temecula. tastes fine, but I'm put off by the balance. It's too
Target,K-Mart,Osco/Sav-On,andAlbcrtson's
high in acidity for casual drinking (~e w_ay most
champagne is consumed) and while 1t s fine
recognizin& &he area •s potential for strong retail
Housing
with food, other wines in the line offer better
sales, the r.ure is positive. Because Temevalue. (83{76)
cula V
has developed a Jive, work, and First time and move-up home buyers in tbe
Wines are scored using a 100-point system.
First nwnber rates quality; second number rates
it is also an ideal place for Temecula Valley benefit from our lower •
value. For an in-depth explanation of the scoring
play
and pop retailers to open up ing costs, especially in comparison t<!._ . , system send a. s. L s. e. to: Mead's 100 points,
the
,rdil_...
... Box 881566, San Francisco, CA 94188.
Angeles and Orange Counties. Acco ·
Copyright 1990 JDM Emerprises. Mead

approximately4.1 million square feet of exist-

Population
The Temecula Valley area, which includes the
new city of Temecula and the unincorporated
communities of Murrieta, Wildomar, Aguanga,
and Anza, boasts an estimated population of

60,000, and explosive increase ff(>m a 1987
estimate of approximately 30,000. The area's
population is e xpected to reach 125,000 within
the ne xt decade.
Accordin g to Thompson and Associates, the
typical Te me cula Valley resident had a 1988
median ho usehold income of $31,349, and a
median age of 37.

Employment/Labor Force
With over 6(X) employers in the Temecula
Valley, jobs can be found close to home.
Manufacturing finns in the area include:
Hudson Oxygen Company, Bianchi Leather
Products, International Rectifier, Advanced
Cardiovascular Systems, Professional Hospital Supply, Moore Business Fonns, and Channel Commercial.
According to a 1988 study by Economics
Research, the labor market within the greater
Temecula Valley area consists of approximately 18,670 people. Expanding the drive
time to 30 minutes, the labor market consists
ofl40,330people. Withina40minutedriving
distance, the market expands to 505 ,970·
According to the Meyers Group, the majority
of the labor force participants are in the 25 to

34 age category, and h ave ea·ther a bachelor
degree or technical school education.

INI>USl~I{IAL/

C01\1MERCIAL
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conlinued from page23

Office Market Activity

Equestrian

Retail Market Activity

TRW Real Estate Services, the average ~ ~ On Wine.

·mon square foot mall at the
Interstate 15

and Winchester

of a home (including both new and existi~ &a
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Inland Empire Answers
The Inland Empire Business Journal posed
the following question to six Inland Empire
public officials and civic leaders:

Federal regulations allow a freeway exit only at for their employees.
every two-mile intervals in rural areas, while alWe've found that High Occupancy Vehicle
lowing exits at one-mile intervals in urban areas. Lanes (HOY's) are not very popular and don't
Rialto is lobbying hard to convince the federal

What can be done immediately to relieve
traffic congestion in the Inland Empire?

work very well unless they are added to already
government to designate them as an urban area. existing freeway lanes. Otherwise, it just creates
That would take cars off the freeways much more frustration and resentment among comfaster.

will require developers to construct wide artery
streets within their housing developments. 1bey
won't be able to get away anymore with just
putting in cui-de-sacs, sidewalks and gutters.
I'm working to make this a priority with the
San Bernardino County Association of Governments (SANBAG) and especially to get the
Transportation Commission involved.

Howard Snider
Mayor of Ontario

' State Senator Robert B. Presley
I think that what's required is a mandate by

(Democrat, 36th Senatorial District)

the state and/or all six southern California counties to require businesses that receive and send

The frrst thing that occurs to me is more

out truck deliveries to have their shipping and

van pooling. That's relatively simple to im-

receiving departments open only, say, from 10

plement Another idea I've heard about that

p.m to 6 a.m. That would relieve 25 per cent of

might encourage more car and van pooling is

the congestion on the freeways itnmediately.

Frank deLaney
Partner in the law firm of Reid & Hellyer
and a veteran practitioner of real estate law in the

Inland Empire for over 20 years.
One of the things we could begin to do immediately is to incorporate into our relatively
suburban environment what major congested
cities have already done.

We could take a

serious look at Los Angeles and San Francisco,
for example, and get ideas from how both their
public and private sectors are attempting to deal
. with traffic congestion.
In Los Angeles already, for example, many

If you take helicopter shots of the Inland
Empire freeway system in the mornings and
evenings and then cut out of the photograph all
of the trucks down on those freeways, you'll
inevitably have 25 per cent of your picture gone.
I think truck drivers would prefer that. It
would save them fuel and time. It would probably reduce their time on the road by twenty to
twenty-five per cent.
That to me is the only short-term solution.
Legislation implementing the plan could be
passed by the legislature and signed by the
governor within three months. It would, of
course, require bold leadership, but that's what
we're elected for. I know certain businesses
would have tochange their schedules around. I
own a bakery myself, but I or one of my employees could easily adjust our schedule to be at the
business to receive and deliNer at three o'clock
in the morning if that's what it would take.
There's no reason other than inertia why the
business community couldn't adjust to this plan.

raising parking fees at the other end, in Los
Angeles and Orange Counties.
At some point, though, we're going to
have to deal with the issue of public transportation. We need to get more people riding
public transportation. That involves putting
the buses and trains in place, and then maybe
we need to subsidize fares to the hill Maybe
all public transportation should be free. It's

muters.

I don't know how long it would take to
fmalize, but we have been negotiating with both
Santa Fe and Southern Pacific to buy time on
their rail lines or to purchase those rail lines
themselves and then put commuter trains on
those tracks. The tracks themselves, of course,
would have to be significantly upgraded because
the regulatory standards for passenger travel are
much higher than for freight transportation.
We can do some things right now, but
eventually we're going to have to provide much
better public transportation.

After all, cars cause 60 per cent of the air
pollution problem, and yet through South Air
Quality Management District (CSCAQMD)
policy, it's industries who wind up paying the
price. I don't blame them for complaining.

I introduced legislation that would increase car registrations one dollar each year up
to a maximum of three years, so the fmal
additional cost per registration would top off at
$3.00 Additional funds would have been
tion. Unfortunately, the governor vetoed it.

hours for their employees. That at least means
that fewer of a company's employees are actu-

Kay Cenkeros

State Assemblyman
Gerald R. "Jerry" Eaves

ally on the road at the same time.

Third District, San Bernardino County

(Democrat, 66th Assembly District)

I've introduced the bill again this session.
We'll see what happens.

Supervisor

I also am planning to hold a hearing on
SCAQMD voting practices and other proce-

scarcity of freeway offramps and a lot of poorly
designed freeways. We could use redevelop-

What comes to mind first is an increase in

ment funds to build and rebuild offramps so that

the use of buses and ride share programs, espe-

cars could enter and exit more quickly and
efficiently. Victorville and Moreno Valley are

cially van pools organized by the larger corporations. I chair the San Bernardino County Transportation Commission and at our last meeting

We're doing some things in that area al-

dures in the Inland Empire in early April, and

ready. For example, I'm working right now with
the cities of Fontana and Rialto on setting up an

I'm also seriously considering asking the State

assessment district that would allow Baseline to
be built as a four-lane highway all the way from

the SCAQMD.

What the City of Rialto is doing about the

we were gratified to learn that two major compa-

Cactus in Rialto to Interstate 15.
We're also coordinating with city councils

new Foothill Freeway is also worth looking at.

nies had fully implemented ride share programs

and developers so that, in the future, the cities

already in the process of doing this.

we perhaps just need to subsidize it more.

earmarked to combat congestions and pollu-

employers have established staggered working

Another correctable problem we have is a

already such a subsidized industry anyway; or,

Auditor General to do a performance audit on
This type of performance

audit seems to produce amazingly fast efficiency and responsiveness on the part of an
agency that has lost touch with what it's supI t

. I

to be all about.

UNLIMITED LONG DISTANCE
TELEPHONE SERVICE
63
. $6 PER DAY
CALL:

{213) 516-8202
{714) 740-2880

{818) 377-6378
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3 BS, Leland Brown, 13974 Hopi Rd., Apple
Valley, CA 92307
6 Mar Enterprises, George Arthur Martin
2923 Gardena St., San Bernardino, CA 92404

A
AM H Machining, Gerald Mleczko, 780 E.
Francis Unit P, Ontario, CA 91761
A R T Maps, Ginger Lea Hancock, 33424
Newberry Rd ., Newberry Springs, CA 92365
ABC Glass and Screens, David Ezell, 16576
Seventh St. , Victorville, CA 92392
Abel Builders, Michael Doherty, 13535 Inspiration Dr., Running Springs, CA 92382
Action Automotive Service Center, Dean
Cromwell, 15260 Anacapa Rd. 12, Victorville, ·
CA 92392
Activend Vending, Carolyn Stallings, 13398
Netzley Pl., Chino, CA 9171 0
Adams Barber Shop, Yolanda Wilson, 2750
Harbor Blvd. 1A, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Adelanto One, Andrew Wilson, 16695 Spruce
St., Hesperia, CA 92345
Affiliated Foot Specialists, Kevin 0 Reilly.
1556 North D St., San Bernardino, CA 92405
Air Tee Heating and Air Condition, William
Slayton, 109.1 4 Sin Clair, Alta Lorna, CA 91701
Albums West, Richard Harris, 10851 Sonora
Ave., Alta Lama, CA 91701
All Seasons Roofing, John Shaw, 763 Plumwood , Colton, CA 92324
Alliance Group, The, Thomas Gordy, 1423
N. Euclid, Upland, CA 91786
AHa Grooming and Pets, Clayton Webb,
659 E. 15th St. Ste. P, Upland, CA 91786
Arbor Vista Nursery, A V Nursery, Inc., 3679
Schaefer, Chino, CA 9171 0
Arrow Shopping Service, Theodore Keep,
5811 1 29 Palms Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA
92284
Arrowhead 32 Partners, Theodore Cox,
23764 Burton St., West Hills, CA 91304
Associated Financial Funding, Thomas
Gordy, 1423 N. Euclid, Upland, CA 91786
Auto Dismanteler, The, Ed Sirotnak, 1941
W. 4th St., San Bernardino, CA 92410

B
B R Electric Co, Branco Rabrenovich, 17630
Randall Ave., Fontana, CA 92335
Balanced Systems, James Lee Schnitzius,
501 E. Citrus Ste. C, Redlands, CA 92373
Balloon Deco, Barbara Bell, 7934 Kirkwood
Ct. , Cucamonga, CA 91730
Barbara Wegeman and Associates, Barbara Wegeman, 28200 Hwy. 189 200, Lake
Arrowhead, CA 92352
Best Buy Advertising Company, Margaret
Ann Mitchell, 7185 N. Central Ave., Highland,
CA 92346
Best Rate Home Maintenance, Robert Lewis
Jackson 34401 Cedar Ave. #F47, Yucaipa,
CA 92399
Blrrlerra Guadalahara, Linda Moreno, 601
N. Mt. Vernon, San Bernardino, CA 92410
Black Hawk Carpentry Services, Bruce Allen
Contini, 15213 Green Valley, Chino Hills, CA
91710
Black Tie Barbeque, Diane Jackson Price,
417 W. State St., Ontario, CA 91762
Blinds Plus Rick Lee Havens, 12072 I Ave.,
'
Hesperia, CA 92345
Book Den, Dennis Newton, 326 E. Williams
St., Barstow, CA 92311
Bright Future Pre-School, Henry Onnyemaechi Chuks, 5665 Deodar Ave.,
Montclair, CA 91762
BYOU Productions, Marva Me Neal, 10244
Arrow Rte. #29, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730

.

c

18828
C and R Pallets, Meljiton Cortes,
.
Cajon Rd., Devore, CA 92407
785 1
C J Investments, Christopher Jaramillo,
Alston Ave., Hesperia, CA 92345
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Cal-Oak Decor, Patrick Wayne Cash, 7211
Haven Ave #A, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91701
Career Resume of California, June Lamond,
255 North D Ste. 300, San Bernardino, CA
92415
Carltas, Christian Counseling Service, 51 W.
Olive Ave., Redlands, CA 92373
Carrillo Mini Market, Maria Ortiz, 635 E. Holt
Blvd., Ontario, CA 91761
Cathay Aquatics, Eva Shue, 10119 Riverside Dr., Ontario, CA 91710
Chinatown House, MKL Corporation, 9030
Foothill #1 02, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Chino Valley Contractors Demonte Smith
.
'
'
5165 Walnut Ste. 37, Chino, CA 91710
Chino Valley landscape, Dennis Edward
Mozeleski, 5941 Joaquin St., Chino, CA 91710
Citation Builders, Gladway Enterprises, Inc.,
4000 Executive 535, San Ramon, CA 94583
Citrus Liquor and Jr Market, Suhiel Hawara, 16056 Valley Blvd #A, Fontana, CA
92335
Citrus Park Apartments, William McKee,
1131 E. Citrus Ave., Redlands, CA 92373
Classic Hair Center, Cherene Griffing, 14464
Atstar Ste. 204, Victorville, CA 92392
Clean and Clear, DeBorah Overstreet, 3056
Ridgefield Dr., Chino Hills, CA 91709
Coldwell Banker Mtn Gallery Realtors,
Mountain Gallery Realtors, 42153 Big Bear
Blvd., Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
Colluccls Culinary Company, John Cellucci, 1150 W. 4th St., Ontario, CA 91762
Colton Check Cashing, Mohan ad Kappouta,
415 Valley Blvd., Colton, CA 92324
Colton Container, Sunclipse, Inc., 925 S.
Rancho, Colton, CA 92324
Comfort Installers, Michael Kuhn, 9588
Golden St., Alta Lorna, CA 91701
Common Sense Financial Services, Jon
Steven Opsahl, 12168 S. Mt. Vernon 74,
Grand Terrace, CA 92324
Competitive Installation, James Lee Cook,
1855 E. Riverside #21, Ontario, CA 91761
Compuvlslon, James Hillier, 6216 Morango
Rd., 29 Palms, CA 92277
Concert Dance Theatre, Georgette Bochkor,
2315 W. Foothill Blvd., Upland, CA 91786
Consultant Service Company, Carl Martin,
19030 Shetland Rd., Apple Valley, CA 92308
Contemporary Drywall, Steven Victor Beck,
1874 N. Sage, Rialto, CA 92376
Copy Systems and Supplies, Ashur
Mooshiabad, 337 N. Vineyard, Ontario, CA
91764
Cornerstone Graphics, Thomas James
Herron, 619 Naomi, Redlands, CA 92374
Corona Associates, Walter Royle, 9413
Sierra Ave., Fontana, CA 92335
Coronardo Court Apartments, Bryant Sellers, 11962 Central Ave., Chino, CA 91710
Country Home Peddlers, Betty Mathews,
4080 Pedley Rd. #143, Riverside, CA 92509
Countryside Dairy, John Allen Schoneveld,
10350 Eucalyptus Ave., Chino, CA 91710
Creations Plus, Dorothy Dean, 1080 W. 7th
St. #1 04, Upland, CA 91786
Creative Concepts, John Mack Hewitt, 10889
San Matao Pl., Alta Lorna, CA 91701
Creative Image, Antonio Montesinos, 5939
Central Ave., Montclair, CA 91763
Creative Neckwear of California, William
Anthony Risse, 1034 Hollister Rd., Pinon Hills,
CA 92372
Crestline Class, Pamela Lee Ham,349 Hwy.
138 Crestline, CA 92325
ey~thlas Balloon Catering, Cynthia
Maggie Zapata, 835 Ellen St., Colton, CA
92324

D
Daleo Grading, Dale Corne, 14380 Jicarilla,
Apple Valley, CA 92307
Decorators, The, 'Juane Tlrry, 942 C. Redding Way, Upland, CA 91786

Dentons Watchman& Service, Nancy La
Verne Denton, 27132 Thirteenth St., Highland, CA 92346
Desert Garnet, Michael Chester Millar, 13
MeTully Rd., Cadiz, CA 92319
Design Solutions, Donald Horvatich, 10283
Kernwood Ct., Alta Lorna, CA 91701
Oodles Dolls and Etc., Estella Dolores Case,
637 Humboldt Ct., Ontario, CA 91764
Doni Performance Footwear, Donald Winn
Lamson, 29155 Hook Creek Rd., Cedar Glen,
CA 92321
Dr. Mikes Veterinary Clinic, Michael Galatiofo, 4634 Phelan Rd. Ste. G, Phelan, CA
92371
.

E
E and E Enterprises, Eva Anderson, 974
Kendall Dr., San Bernardino, CA 92405
Eagle Electric, AI Hendrix, 12624 Main St.,
12624 Main St. Sp #58, Hesperia, CA 92345
Econo Auto Center, Ralph Benavides, 120
W. Valley Blvd., Rialto, CA 92376
Economy Connection of So Calif., Frank
Thorn, 1911 Commerctr E. 211, San Bernardino, CA 92408
Edgehlll Company, Sanford Kassel, 1635
Hampshire Rd., San Bernardino, CA 92404
Elegance Hair and Nail Salon, Arlene
Hartman, 230-F N. Central Ave., Upland, CA
91786
Elegance Hair Studio, Efren Gutierrez, 21990
Bear Valley Rd., Apple Valley, CA 92308
Energy Concept Service, Dennis Norman
Schreiber, 115371 CarmelitaAve., Chino, CA
91709
Expo, Kim Hye-Ran, 314 S. Mountain Ave.,
Upland, CA 91786

F
Fairchild Communication Service, Fairchild
Industries, Inc., One World Trade 291, Long
Beach, CA 90831
Fancy Nails, Ph at Tan Duong, 1053 W. Philadelphia, Ontario, CA 91761
Fantasy Faces Glamour Photo, Susan Williamson, 159 Redlands Mall, Redlands, CA
92373
Fifth Avenue Gallery and Frame, Bello Construction Company, Inc., 485 E. Foothill UN C,
Upland, CA 91786
First Choice Mobile Dog Grooming, Theresa Salazar, 2 Marina Sp #7, Big River, CA
92242
Fitness Complex, Glenda Thompson, 56300
29 Palms Hwy. D. Yucca Vall~y. CA 92284
Five Star Finish, Dennis Keyes, 1245 Fitzgerald 103, Rialto, CA 92376
Frank Tax Service, Frank James Ellis, 10583
Oleander, Fontana, CA 92335
Franks landscape and Maintenance, Frank
Martinez, 1212 N. Baker Ave., Ontario, CA
91764
Frlco, Frank Sorenson, 32032 Dunlap Blvd.,
Yucaipa, CA 92399

G
G and B Liquor, Sung II Chung, 15892
Randall, Fontana, CA 92335
Galaxy Video, Patricia Cuilty, 21985 Hwy 18,
Apple Valley, CA 92307
Gallery Packs, Jack Neenan, 12148 Severn
Way, Riverside, CA 92503
General Towing Service, Maureen Kurdi,
797 W 2nd St., San Bernardino, CA 92410
Genesis Counseling Service, Genesis
Counseling, 1881 Business Ctr 8C, San Bernardino, CA 92408
Georglanna Manor, lone Hansen, 816 E.
High Ave., Redlands, CA 92374
Global Financial Resources, Leendert Tiel,
35081 Genwood Ln., Yucaipa, CA 92399
Go Go VIdeo, Tuyet Van Chu, 1033 N Waterman #F, San Bernardino, CA 92410
Gomez Communication, Mark An~hony
Gomez, 3546 Tupelo St., Chino Hills, CA
91709

Gracefully Yours, Vivian Ortega, 7415
Hinsdale, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Graphic Warehouse Sales, Miguel Augel
Beltran Del Rio, 4035 Guasti Rd. #304, Ontario, CA 91761
Grey Squirrel Inn, Sandra Jensen, 326 Hwy.
173, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352

H
H and STool/Equipment Leasing, Michael
Helm, 8940 Benson Ste. M, Montclair, CA
91763
Hans Market, Kim Yu Tae, 503 N. Mountain
Ave., Upland, CA 91786
Haus and Home Interiors, Albert Ray
Ferguson, 41051 Big Bear Blvd., Big Bear
Lake, CA 923115
HeaHhy Relationships, Robert King, 298
Massive Rd., Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
HI Desert Rainbow Inter Car.pet, John Thomas Lee, 11057 Mohawk Rd., Apple Valley,
CA 92308
HI-Desert Directors Association, Sharon
Stafford, 18676 Yucca St., Hesperia, CA 92345
HI-Desert Smog/Repair, Roger Yardley,
65957 29 Palms Hwy., Joshua Tree, CA 92252
High Country Beauty Supply, Marianne
Wilkins, 15080 Seventh St. #8, Victorville, CA
92392
•
Highland Automotive Service Center,
James King, 25485 E. Baseline Rd., Highland, CA 92404
Hollon Moody Construction, Hollon Moody,
27364 E. 7th St., Highland, CA 92346
Homestead-West, Rodrick Chuen Yun
Tsang, 837 W. Valley, Colton, CA 92324
Hoover Racing Enterprise, Ronald Hoover,
1945 E. Seventh St., Onta'rio, CA 91764
Hopeful Romantic, Stephanie Stella Haga,
711 E. Cypress, Redlands, CA 92374
Human Care ProVAmer, hie., The, North
Amer Old Roman Cath!So. Cal, 8566 Limonite Ste. A, Riverside, CA 92509

lm Market, Ibrahim Mohamad, 56316 29
Palms Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA 92284
In Plastics, Gregory Powell, 8733 Monroe
Ct., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
In-Transit Tax Service, Alvin Harris, 8305
Vineyard #6, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Independent Investment Group, Linda Faye
Jones, 165 W Hospitality 9, San Bernardino,
CA 92405
Industrial Associates, Don Norris, 32461
Carnelian Rd., Lucerne Valley, CA 92356
Inland Auto Tech, John Burrell, 1466 Foothill
Ste. F, Upland, CA 91786
Inland Empire Rental News/Stop, Frank
Maestre, 577 North D #112 D. San Bernardino, CA 92401
Inland Import Auto Wreckers, Douglas
Dobyns, 14451 Whittram Ave., Fontana, CA
92335
Inland Valley Chiropractic, Richard Gaydos,
9725 Alder Ave Ste. C, Bloomington, CA
92316
Innovative Graphics, Melissa Ann Edwards,
1034 West I Ste 180, Ontario, CA 91762
International Finisher Awards, I, International Finisher Awards, I, 1314 Mills, Redlands, CA 92373
lnterwest Aviation, Charles Borden. 4025 E.
Guasti Rd. 408, Ontario, CA 91761
Investment Dav Svcs-Ninth St, lp, Investment Development Svcs, Inc., 818 W. Seventh #905, Los Angeles, CA 90017
Ivai Eye Association, Narmandi Zaurice
Parker, 1072 E. Nocta St. #36, Ontario, CA
91764

J
J

and D Landscape Maintenance, David
Lee Court, 455 S. Campus #G, Upland, CA
91786
J D Maintenance, John Dennis King, 13316
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Wisteria Pl., Chino, CA 9171 o
J H A Trucking, Jeffrey Howard Abel 36433
Ivy St., Yucaipa, CA 92399
'
J M E Consultants, J/M Futures, Inc., 22700
Main St., Grand Terrace, CA 92324
J R M Job Placement, Jason Raymond
Mayer, 12260 Overcrest Dr., Yucaipa CA
92399
•
J V Electronics, Joseph Edward Roorda
17238 Main St., Hesperia, CA 92345
'
J-N-S Dance Factory, Jamie Maurer, 10868
Geronimo, Bloomington, CA 92316
Ja.ck Printing, Dhanead Ngamkhao, 4118
Wmged Foot Way, Chino, CA 91709
Jerry Murphys Redlands Dodge, Gerard
Murphy, Inc., 1267 W. Redlands Blvd., Redlands, CA 92373
Jiffy Lube, J Lube Corporation, 8893 Sierra
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335
Justrim, David Williams, 11110 Pacific St.,
Alta Lorna, CA 91701

K
K P Fashion Mfg., Phuong Van Pham, 4412
Brooks St. #D, Montclair, CA 91761
Ketchums Touchdown, Northrop Ketchum,
57360 Aviation Dr. Yucca Valley, CA 92284
KJI Pump, Robert Daniel Tyler, 5621 Turquoise St., Alta Loma, CA 91701
Kutez Kaz, Marvlyn Ann Harrison, 16007
Merrill Ave., Fontana, CA 92335

L
L and L Wild Animal Control, Leroy Lee,
2112 Kern St. , San Bernardino, CA 92405
L W Hammett and Associates, L W Hammett, 5504 Grand, Yucca Valley, CA 92284
LA Entertains, Mecca Leisure, Inc., 2275 W.
Broadway M313, Anaheim, CA 92804
LA Nail and Hair Beauty Salon, Kimthanh
Thi Tran, 371 Mountain Ave., Upland, CA
91786
La Mlchoacana Market, Hon Hak Vim, 799
North H St., San Bernardino, CA 92410
Landmark Fence Co., Robert Yanik, 1231
Cottonwood St., Ontario, CA 91761
Lavender Transport, James Odell Lavender, 1065 N. Wista.ria, Rialto, CA 92376
Les Agre/Matco Tools, Leslie Agre, 36668
Modesto Dr., San Bernardino, CA 92404
Live Oak Liquor and Jr Market, Mtanous
Waneis, 9594 I Avenue Ste. I, Hesperia, GA
92345
Living Health Chiropractic, Tamara Santa
Ana, 12858 Central Ave., Chino, CA 91710

M
M A Towar VIdeo, Mark Alan Towar, 7987
Brenton Pl., Highland, CA 92346
M and M Auto Specialties, Manuel Santos
Mesa, 264 N. Pennsylvania, Colton, 92324
M and M Pallets Co., Martin Gutierrez Leos,
18828 Cajon Rd., Devore, CA 92407
Mac Gregor Stables, Scot MacGregor, 6263
Kimball, Chino, CA 91710
Magnum Security Systems, Rodger Alvin.
Gibson, 325 Center St., Redlands, CA 92373
Master Touch Services, Traci Christine
Young, 8768 Ninth St., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730
Mastercraft Truck Repair, Houston Elven
Peters, 8443 Beech, Fontana, CA 92335
May Realty Co., Barbara Reed, 31927 Hilltop
Blvd., Running Springs, CA 92382
Mechanical Contractors Inc., Mechanical
Contractors Inc., 8926 Benson Ste. K,
Montclair, CA 91763
Medical Legal Consultants, Jodie Carter,
25028 Hardt, San Bernardino, CA 92408
Mercado Latino Market, Mae Lee, 10559
Mills Ave., Montclair, CA 91763
Miss Ann Lingerie/Apparel, Angela Clark,
6959 112 N. Mango, Fontana, CA 92336
Mobile Window Tinting, Luis Oceguera,
13422 La Fayette Ct., Fontana, CA 92336

Mountain View Dairy, Labrucherie and Siegersma Inc., 100084 Eucalyptus, Chino, CA
91710

N
Nabo Enterprises, Nathan Green, 966 N.
Magnolia, Rialto, CA 92376
Nanltas Mexican Food, Nancy Hernandez,
115 N. Mt. View, San Bernardino, CA 92408
Nationwide Network Company, Shawn Phillipso'l, 4500 Wall St. Unit B, Ontario, CA
91761
New Life Photography, Edward Solis, 3233
Grand Unit N292, Chino Hills, CA 91709
Nllsens Coin-Laundry, Han Myong Tong,
4250 Phelan Rd. #A, Phelan, CA 92371
Nu Image Tone & Tan, 15065 Vista Rd. Ste.
4, Helendale, CA 92342

0
Omega Portable Toilets, David Meyer, 20407
Eyota Ln., Apple Valley, CA 92308
On The Go Sports, William Mitchell, 15184
llex Dr. , Chino Hills, CA 91709
One Hour Fabric Care Cleaners Kirit Patel
'
'
382 Baseline, San Bernardino, CA 92404
Ontario Dodge lsuzu, Inc., Ontario Dodge,
lnc.,1201 AutoCenterDr.,Ontario,CA91761
Owens Concrete and Masonry, Stephen
Owens, 3501 0 C, Yucaipa, CA 92399

p
Pacific Transworld, Terri Williams, 580 W.
26th, Upland, CA 91786
Pahls Hearing Health Care Center, Frederick Paul J~bs, 415 E. Citrus Ave., Redlands, CA 92373
Paintbull VIdeo, Marie Joesphine Carrillo,
914 C Ornage St., Redlands, CA 92373
Paper Chase Office Supplies, Xavier Ernest
Venegas, 4789 Cheyenne Way, Chino, CA
91710
Partsco, Joseph Russell Roberts, 8027
Whirlaway St., Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91701
Pasta Palace-Dell and Pizza, Mirta Scozzari, 14743 Seventh St., Victorville, CA 92392
Pauls Custom Autosound, Paul Willard
Umphres, 10074 Blackoak St., Alta Lema, CA
91701
Payless Shoesource #3429, Volume Shoe
Corporation, 1438 W. Foothill #A, Rialto, CA
92376
PO Software, Dale Sanders, 16580 Foothill
#137, Fontana, CA 92335
Penrose Machine Company, Mark David
Nustad, 10902 I Avenue #1 04, Hesperia, CA
92345
Peregrine Investigations, Stony Loft, 53577
Cactus Flower, Yucca Valley, CA 92284
Personal Touch Housekeeping Co., Bette
Jeanne Baker, 9411 Shadowood Dr. #F,
Montclair, CA 91763
Peter Pan Candyland, Tom Mitchell, 11424
Crippen 13 & 14, Adelanto, CA 92301
PHD Ranch, Harvey Hettinga, 11101 Eucalyptus Ave., Ontario, CA 91761
Precision Service Center, 2316 E. 3rd St.,
San Bernardino, CA 9241 0
Premiere VIdeo, Wayne Henry Knox, 31629
F Outer Hwy 10, So. Redlands, CA 92373

Q
Quality Building Maintenance, Richard Majewski, 10400 Arrow At #X-8, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730
Queens Mexican Cafe, Kostas Exarchos,
1734 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino, CA
92404
Quicksilver Construction Service, Theodore Giro, 5211 N. Sierra Ad., San Bernardino, CA 92407
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R
Rainbow Enterprises, Susan Cizek, 23187
Brookside Ad., Crestline, CA 92325
Ray Farmer Jr Concrete Finishing, Harold
Ray Farmer, 12710 Third St. #84, Yucaipa,
CA 92399
Re/Max Fireside, Caltuk International, Inc.,
27180 Hwy. 89, Blue Jay, CA 92317
Real Estate Inspection Services, Scott
Holecek, 2235 Oak Springs Valley,
Wrightwood, CA 92397
Red Hi.ll Auto Parts, John Burrell, 1466
Foothill Ste. K, Upland, CA 91786
Redlands Gateway Groves, The Tahiti
Group, 577 North D St., San Bernardino, CA
92412
Redlands Prof Hearing Aid Center, Frederick Paul Jacobs, 2 W. Fern Ave., Redlands,
CA 92373
Renet Financial Mortgage, Lynn Christie
Inc., 868 S. Mountain Ave., Ontario, CA 91762
Robert E Bryant and Associates, Robert E.
Bryant, 154 W. Bryant St., Rialto, CA 92376
Robert Hartman Communications, Robert
Mark Hartman II, 30748 Knoll View Dr., Running Springs, CA 92382
Rojas Botanlca, Haydee Tejera, 141 N. Euclid
Ave., Ontario, CA 91762
Rose Nails, Din Quoc Ngo, 562 W. Holt Blvd.
#F, Ontario, CA 91761
Rosorr Properties, Elwood Richards, 905
Ann St., Barstow, C~ 92311
Royal Carnival Recreation, Scott Justesen,
5200 Holt Blvd., Montclair, CA 91763
Royal Palace Massage, Jan Cox, 17780
Valley Blvd., Bloomington, CA 92316

.

s
Safe N Sound West Coast Electronic,
Stormie Sylvester Andrews, 1710 W. Foothill
#D9, Upland, CA 91786
Safe-T-Walk, William Cheek, 34173 Yucaipa
Blvd., Yucaipa, CA 92399
San Bernardino Urological Group, Franklin
Chu, 1800 N. Western 403, San Bernardino,
CA 92411
Sawmill, The, Donald Treadwell, 1253 Evergreen, Wrightwood, CA 92397
Scorpion Scaffolding, Mitchel Pierre Sallaberria, 13019 East End Ave., Chino, CA
91710
Shirleys Cleaning Service, Shirley Chutkan,
1427 Mission Apt C-7, Ontario, CA 91762
Shoe Biz, Vitus Cataldo, 57600 29 Palms
Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA 92284
Short Cakes, Kathryn Elrawshdeh, 22021
Hwy .18 #B, Apple Valley, CA 92307
Signs Quik, Thomas Davis, 15392 Seventh
St., Victorville, CA 92392
Sliver Hanger Cleaners, Alpheus Croom,
57109 29 Palms Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA
92284
Sims Car Transporters, Sim Thompson,
56608 Sunnyslope Dr., Yucca Valley, CA
92284
Smith Center Towing, Robert Edward Smith,
325 W. Transit Ave., Ontario, CA 91761
Southern California Reculters, Anthony
James Davis, 3241 Triumph No. 4, Ontario,
CA 91764
Southrldge Plaza, Crossroads Development,
445 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, CA 90212
Souvenirs Import, Export, Edgar Siliezar,
8545 San Gorgonio Pl., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730
Spencer Rooflng,Breck Alan Spencer, 27500
Hwy. 189, Lake Arrowhead, CA 9223352
Starflre, Bradley Budell, 15885 Bear Valley
Rd., Hesperia, CA 92345
State Street Industrial Park, Joseph Wang,
949 W. State St, Ontario, CA 91762

Stewart Construction Company, Randall
Dean Stewart, 13975 Green Vista Dr., Fontana, CA 92335
Sundance Spas, Clark Manufacturing Incorporated, 13951 Monte Vista Ave., Chino, CA
91710
Survive-All, Steven Wayne Aimar, 26250
Redlands Bl. 91, Redlands, CA 92373
Systec, Vincent Polito Jr .• 8672 La Grande
St., Alta Lorna, CA 91701

T
T and W Liquor Market, Wasel Moussa, 11 o
S. Mountain Ave., Upland, CA 91786
Talkar Enterprises, Richardo Pacheco,
142n Heritage, Oro Grande, CA 92307
Teas Mendoza Concrete/Construction, Burt
Teas, 13393 Mariposa #179, Victorville, CA
92392
Time Travelers Gazette, Susan Gray,
6740 Nadeau Ln .. , Riverside, CA 92509
TLC-Tape and Label Coupons, Arnold Katz,
13611 Twelfth St., Chino, CA 91710
Todays Man, Stanley Wayne Jackson, 3303
Archibald #236, Ontario, CA 91761
Toucan T-Shlrts, Jeff Phoenix, 568 S. Waterman #J, San Bernardino, CA 92408
Travel Inn Motel, Hemant Chhatrala, 14998
Seventh St., Victorville, CA 92392
Tre-Lo Technical-Management Cons., Louis
Stoap, 1483 Loma Sola Ct., Upland, CA 91786
Trust Printing Company,John C. Dunn Trust,
3833 Schaefer Ave., Chino, CA 91710
Turf Master, James Holland, 8017 Hellman
Ave., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Twenty First Century Education, Gordon
Morris , 6608 Vanderbilt Pl. , Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730

u
Unique Solutions Consulting, Richard Todd
Arnold, 953 Pinyon Ct., Ontario, CA 91762
United Fresh Foods, Melba Jean Rudy, 8889
Ninth St., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Upright Construction Co., Robert Eugene
Andrews, 18856 Tenth St., Bloomington, CA
92316

v
Veosonlc Blinds Plus, Rick Lee Havens,
12072 I Ave., Hesperia, CA 92345
VIbrant Life Foods, Lorna Linda University,
11145 Anderson St., Lorna Linda, CA 92350
VIctor Valley Landscape/Maintenance,
James Vincent Ortolani, 7327 Ranchero Rd.
#1 0, Oak Hills, CA 92371
Victorville Inn Motel, Victorville Inn Motel,
Inc., 14153 Kentwood Blvd., Victorville, CA
92392
VIvid Graphics, Maria Delos Angeles Bise,
5960 Breckinridge Ln., Chino, CA 91710
Walkers Family Thrift Store, Brenda Jean
Kane, 17632 Foothill Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335
Water Doctor, Gregory Hudson, 24829 W.
Main St. #9, Lenwood, CA 92311
Waterman Coin Laundry, Charles Harvey
Brill, 275 E. 9th, San Bernardino, CA 92410
Welco Sealcoatlng, Wm Wellan, 12036 White
Ave., Adelanto, CA 92301
Wildwood Plaza Shell/Food Mart, Douglas
Keith, 295 E. 40th St., San Bernardino, CA
92404
Woodys Boat House, Dawn Rene Romack,
28200 Hwy 189 B-1 00, lake Arrowhead, CA
92352 .
World of Words, Carmen Mohlin, 1305
Fresno St., Ontario, CA 91764

y
Yucca Bowl, Gerald Gobrogge, 58146 29
Palms Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA 92284
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Healthlink.
The Business Link To Healthier Employees

And Lower Costs.
HealthLink is a full-service , 24-hour, sevendays-a-week health care supplier created specifically to meet the needs of business.
We're a free-standing clinic within a hospital
with our own licensed medical staff. Yet the
considerable resources of a highly respected
hospital are available to us at all times.
Every HealthLink program or service is
designed to help businesses save money and
improve employee health.

HeathLink can:
• Reduce your health care costs and insurance
premiums.
• Improve worker productivity.
.
• Return workers to their jobs more qUlckly
after work-related injuries.
• Reduce the number of problem worker cases.
• Cut absenteeism.
HealthLink meets your emerger:cy an.d gene~al
industrial medicine needs requmng tmmed.tate attention. But we also offer many rehabtlitation and health promotion progra~s as
well as easy-to-implement cost contamment
measures.

Occupational Medicine. .
0

.

Occupational Medicine servtces mclude:
• F~ll range of medical specialists on sta~. .
•Occupational health pre-placement testmg m
full compliance with CAUOSHA and FED/
OSHA regulations.
.
• Annual management/executive health mamtenance programs: . .
d edical
• Back injury rehabdttano?· .
• Baseline screening, momtonng an m
surveillance.

• D.O .T driving examinations.
.
• Drug and alcohol screening.
• Hearing, vision and pulmonary funcnon
assessments.
• High blood pressure, diabetes and
tuberculosis screening.
• Physical therapy.
• Pain management.
• Work hardening.
• Return to work clearances.
• Disability evaluation.
• Safety inspections.

Cost containment.
HealthLink can save you money with a comprehensive program of cost containment services.
• HealthLink discounts of 20% on inpatient,
outpatient and physician care, as well as
many other health services.
• Physician Preferred Provider Organization
affiliation.
• Employee assistance programs to help
workers with financial, legal or emotional
problems through timely intervention,
counseling and referral.

Health and Wellness Programs.

HealthLink. A Healthy Decision.

Prevention is less costly than treatment.
That's why we provide a full-range of programs to promote good health among your
employees.
• Comprehensive physical exams and health
history evaluation.
• Consultations with medical specialists.
• Computerized individual nutrition evaluation and programs.
• Educational business breakfasts for business
managers.
• Health risk appraisals.
• Physical capacity testing.
• Stress management.
• Eating disorders.
• Smoking cessation.
• Substance abuse abatement.
• Weight management.
• CPR/first aid classes.
• Back care management.
• Women's health issues.
• Cholesterol control.
• High blood pressure control.
• Diabetes screening.
• Mammography testing.

To find out how you can improve your employees' health and lower your healthcare
related costs, call HealthLink today for more
information. (714) 988-3895

~ Doctors' Hospital of Montclair
5000 San Bernardino Street
Montclair, California 91763
(714) 625-5411
Ontario Community Hospital
550 North Monterey Avenue
Ontario, California 91764
(714) 984-2201
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